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Abstract

The energy contained in large-scale ocean flows is dissipated via small-scale turbulent

motions that control the rate at which heat, momentum, chemicals, nutrients, and biolog-

ical matter are stirred in the ocean. On the global scale, a large proportion of the mechan-

ical energy contained in the ocean’s tides is converted to internal wave energy that can

propagate large distances before ultimately dissipating, particularly near bottom bound-

aries where enhanced mixing occurs. Some of the tidal energy is also dissipated locally

during the internal wave generation process, especially in areas with large topographical

gradients. The overall objective of this work was to investigate the physical processes

governing near-bottom turbulent mixing at a continental shelf slope site to guide the de-

velopment of mixing models for ocean circulation models.

This first part of this thesis presents a rigorous methodology for estimating turbulence

properties, in particular, the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, from the iner-

tial subrange of point velocity field observations. The developed methodology takes into

consideration the sampling program, the instrument’s capabilities, and the flow character-

istics. Notably, the method considers both the effect of large-scale anisotropy, induced by

the mean velocity shear, and density stratification on turbulence spectral properties in a

systematic and robust way, making the method applicable to a vast range of environmental

flows.

The second part of the thesis applies this methodology to near-bottom observations

from the continental slope on Australia’s North-West Shelf. At the site, tidally-driven in-

ternal bores propagate up the slope, generating strong shear and intensified near-bed cur-

rents (>6 times the background tidal currents) in a highly unsteady environment. These

bores are associated with large near-bottom isotherm displacements and enhanced turbu-

lent dissipation. The mean and turbulence observations demonstrate that idealized laws

cannot describe the vertical extent of the turbulent overturns, which are the basis of the

two-point turbulence closure schemes that are traditionally used in ocean circulation mod-

els to estimate eddy diffusivities.

In the final part of the thesis, the turbulence properties and eddy diffusivities derived
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from the above field observations are used to assess various models for estimating eddy

diffusivities. Despite the high mixing rates observed (2-3 orders of magnitude grater than

molecular rates), the mixing efficiency was on the order of 1%. The use of Osborn’s

model with a constant efficiency of 20%, which is customary in the oceanic community,

over-predicts eddy diffusivities by more than an order of magnitude. Our observations

span a different range of conditions (i.e., turbulent Reynolds number, turbulent Froude

number and buoyancy Reynolds number) than most previous studies, which have tested

the Osborn model. Over the range of our measurements, the eddy diffusivity predictions

are improved when the mixing efficiency is reduced with increasing turbulence intensity

(i.e., buoyancy Reynolds number). In particular, a model derived primarily from labora-

tory observations agreed well with our observed eddy diffusivities and mixing efficien-

cies, despite the high Reynolds numbers characterizing our field observations. The results

suggest that oceanographic numerical models need to adopt a variable mixing efficiency

to accurately predict flow dynamics in energetic regions such as near-bottom boundaries

subject to internal wave forcing.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Turbulence in the environment is ubiquitous; it occurs in rivers, lakes, estuaries, the ocean,

and the atmosphere and it stirs heat, salt, and nutrients at much faster rates than the process

of molecular diffusion. Turbulent flows occur at high Reynolds numbers and are charac-

terized by random eddies of different length and velocity scales with energy cascading

from the largest to smallest eddies, where they are ultimately dissipated by viscosity.

There is no analytical solution to describe turbulence since the equations of motions have

too many unknowns leading to the classical closure problem in hydrodynamic modelling.

Numerical ocean circulation models employ turbulence closure schemes to describe mo-

tions at scales smaller than the model’s grid resolution. These schemes are based on the

energy cascade model where the mixing rate (i.e., eddy diffusivity) is related to the size

of the turbulent overturns L and the rate of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation ε , i.e.,

K ∝ L4/3ε1/3. These type of closures schemes effectively prescribe L and the constant

of proportionality relating ε and L to the mixing rate K; they are also the basis of two-

equation turbulence closures that generally model the transport of turbulent kinetic energy

kq related to ε via L, i.e., L∼ k3/2
q /ε and another turbulent variable (Umlauf and Burchard

2003). Within the closure schemes, the above constants of proportionality are prescribed

and are called stability functions that can either be static (constants) or dynamic, i.e.,

dependent only on stratification (e.g., Kantha and Clayson 1994) or dependent on both

stratification and shear (e.g., Canuto et al. 2001). Recent studies suggest that the success

of a turbulence closure model depends more on the type of stability function used rather

than on which turbulence parameters are being modelled with the two-equation closure

scheme (e.g., Scully et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011).

To study turbulence, statistical approaches are used and most relationships for de-

scribing turbulence have been derived empirically or via scaling arguments from inves-

tigating idealized flows (Tennekes and Lumley 1972). A classic example is unstratified

boundary layer flows where the overturning length scale L is simply proportional to the

distance from the boundary. In the ocean, the validity of these idealized relationships is

debatable because of the complex, unsteady and inhomogeneous forcing, which leads to

highly variable turbulent temperature and velocity fields, both in space and time (e.g., Ivey

et al. 2008). Environmental flows in general are subject to the competing effects of shear

and stratification on turbulence properties. It is all of these features that render charac-
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terizing turbulence and mixing from field measurements so challenging; hence, adding to

the difficulty of verifying the validity of turbulence mixing models in circulation models.

Accurately predicting oceanic mixing has both physical and ecological implications.

At the largest times and space scales, it affects our ability to predict global ocean circu-

lation, and consequently climate change, given the coupling between the atmosphere and

the ocean. A large proportion of the ocean is density-stratified, which combined with the

mechanical forcing of the surface tide, generates various baroclinic responses when the

flow interacts with regional topographical features. Linear internal waves at tidal frequen-

cies (internal tides) transport a significant portion of the mechanical energy in the ocean’s

tides over large distances before shoaling and dissipating in shallow water (Wunsch and

Ferrari 2004). Other baroclinic responses includes nonlinear internal bores in the near-

boundary region that have the potential to transport deep (cold, nutrient-rich) water onto

the sunlit waters of the continental shelf, enhancing productivity (Leichter et al. 2003). In-

ternal waves have other ecological implications such as the sediment resuspension events

associated with the strong near-bed currents resulting from the processes of shoaling and

breaking (e.g., Bogucki et al. 1997; Klymak and Moum 2003). Both internal bores and

the shoaling of internal waves modify the structure of the bottom boundary layer, gen-

erating localized shear and intensified currents, which are of equal concern as tropical

cyclones for the engineering design of submarine pipelines and infrastructure. This is no-

tably the case for the Australian North West Shelf (NWS) given its large natural gas and

oil reserves, its strong tides and persistent density-stratification. Because of the enhanced

mixing and dissipation resulting from internal waves and internal bores, understanding

the near-bottom dynamics in regions of internal wave activity is crucial for improving

hydrodynamic model predictions at both the global and regional scale.

This thesis describes a field study of the near-bottom physical dynamics on the conti-

nental shelf slope of the Australian NWS. A mooring was deployed over the bottom 30-m

of the water column to collect mean and turbulence measurements in an area identified

by field and numerical studies as a generation region for internal waves (Holloway et al.

2001; Van Gastel 2010). The following chapter (Chapter 2) demonstrates how to estimate

the rate of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation from point velocity measurements using

the inertial subrange, while considering the anisotropy induced from both mean shear

and stratification. For shear dominated flows, a more general descriptor is proposed to

characterize the size of the largest turbulent overturns L, hence providing a predictor for

turbulence anisotropy that is applicable to a vast range of environmental flows. Chapter 3
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presents both the mean and turbulence observations from the Australian NWS continental

slope site, illustrating the importance of nonlinear internal waves for generating mixing

near the seabed. The observed turbulent overturns are also compared with estimators

commonly used to describe stratified flows and unstratified bottom boundary layer flows.

Chapter 4 uses the turbulence properties and observed eddy diffusivities to assess various

models for estimating mixing. In the concluding chapter (Chapter 5), the conclusions

from each chapter are drawn together and avenues for future work are provided.
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CHAPTER 2
Estimating turbulent kinetic energy dissipation using the

inertial subrange method in environmental flows 1

2.1 Abstract

The inertial subrange dissipation method, where spectral fitting is performed on the ve-

locity spectrum inertial subrange, is commonly used to estimate the dissipation of tur-

bulent kinetic energy ε in environmental flows. Anisotropy induced from mean shear or

stratification can inhibit the use of certain velocity components or even make the inertial

subrange unusable for estimating ε but often this issue is ignored, potentially leading to

large errors in estimated ε . We developed and tested a methodology to determine reliably

ε with the inertial subrange, taking into consideration the sampling program, the instru-

ment, and the flow characteristics. We evaluated various misfit criteria for identifying the

inertial subrange and described the statistical methods appropriate for spectral fitting. For

shear flows, we defined a parameter B = LS/η , where LS is the shear length scale and

η is the Kolmogorov length scale, that describes the extent of anisotropy in the inertial

subrange; this ratio of length scales is analogous to the ratio for stratified flows I = LO/η ,

where LO is the Ozmidov length scale. We assessed our methodology by applying it to

two data sets with very different shear and stratification. When B was low, the high shear

led to anisotropy and precluded the estimation of ε . To enable successful application of

the inertial subrange dissipation method, we recommend measuring the mean stratifica-

tion and the mean velocity profile to estimate shear. The Richardson number relates the

two length scales Ri = (LS/LO)4/3 and shear dominates the largest turbulent length scales

as Ri decreases, i.e., LS < LO.

2.2 Introduction

In the study of turbulent environmental flows, the transfer of turbulent kinetic energy from

large overturning motions down to smaller eddies, and ultimately its dissipation by the ac-

tion of viscosity is of primary importance in controlling the rate of mixing. Dissipation

of turbulent kinetic energy ε is used to indirectly estimate mixing and turbulent fluxes

1Bluteau, C. E., Jones, N.L., and Ivey, G.N. 2011. Estimating turbulent kinetic energy dissipation
using the inertial subrange method in environmental flows. Limnol. and Oceanogr.: Methods. 9:302-321,
doi:10:4319/lom.2011.9.302.
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(e.g., heat, salt, and oxygen) since it is more readily measurable than the fluxes them-

selves (Wüest and Lorke 2003; Ivey et al. 2008). Furthermore, ε is used to infer mixing

in numerical models through a variety of turbulence closure schemes (Burchard and Pe-

tersen 1999). Burchard et al. (2008) provide a review of various methods that can be used

to measure ε from velocity observations. Only direct numerical simulation (DNS) (e.g.,

Itsweire et al. 1993) or potentially in the future 3-dimensional particle image velocimetry

measurements (Nimmo Smith et al. 2002; Burchard et al. 2008) where all nine turbulent

velocity gradients can be estimated, enable ε to be calculated without assumptions. Single

point velocity measurements are a relatively simple and inexpensive way to estimate ε via

the inertial dissipation subrange method (IDM). Provided certain theoretical assumptions

are met and that the velocity measurements are of sufficient quality, this method fits the

Kolmogorov -5/3 slope to the inertial subrange of the velocity spectrum in log-log space.

Identifying the inertial subrange can be challenging as the bounding wavenumbers

change with the flow conditions. The high wavenumber end of the inertial subrange (kη ≈
0.1) is determined by ε and the mean advection velocity. Turbulence anisotropy from

buoyancy (Stillinger et al. 1983; Gargett et al. 1984) and shear (Gross and Nowell 1985;

Saddoughi and Veeravalli 1994; Doron et al. 2001) leads to a reduction in the extent of

the inertial subrange at low wavenumbers. In fact, large-scale turbulence anisotropy, can

prevent the use of some velocity components and, in extreme situations, the IDM may

become unusable. Integrating the dissipation spectrum at kη >0.1 to estimate ε avoids

these issues (Doron et al. 2001; Luznik et al. 2007), however, resolving this portion of the

spectrum can be challenging.

The reduction of the inertial subrange at low wavenumbers due to large-scale anisotropy

has long been appreciated in stratified flows (Gargett et al. 1984). The influence of shear

on the inertial subrange has been studied and attempts have been made to quantify the

influence using a number of parameters. We provide a review of these parameters and

assess their appropriateness for predicting the influence of the shear-induced anisotropy

on the low wavenumbers of the inertial subrange using both previously published data and

our own data sets. The purpose of this paper is to develop a best practice methodology

for using the IDM in environmental flows. We present an overview of the theoretical and

instrument considerations for applying the IDM and then describe the most appropriate

statistical methods for spectral fitting and identifying an inertial subrange. We also pro-

vide guidelines to design a field study where ε estimates are sought from point velocity

measurements.
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2.3 Theoretical considerations

2.3.1 Inertial subrange model

Under isotropic turbulence conditions and high Reynolds numbers, the inertial subrange

of the one-sided energy spectrum E j j for any velocity component j can be used to estimate

ε:

E j j(k) = A jCε
2/3k−5/3 (2.1)

where C is the empirical Kolmogorov universal constant of C=1.5 (see Sreenivasan 1995,

for a review on the universality of C), k is the wavenumber, and the constant A j depends

on the velocity component used to calculate E j j (Pope 2000). In the direction of mean

advection A1=18/55 and in the other directions A2=A3=1.33A1 (Pope 2000). We use the

subscripts 2 and 3 to differentiate between the horizontal velocity perpendicular to the

mean advection direction, and the vertical velocity component, respectively. From here

on, we denote the observed velocity spectra as Ẽ j j to differentiate it from the theoretical

velocity spectra E j j. To apply equation 2.1 to the observed spectral observations from

a point velocity time series, Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis is invoked to convert

statistically stationary measurements from frequency to wavenumber space
(

Ū1
∂

∂x = ∂

∂ t

)
using the mean advection velocity Ū1. Here, Ū1 denotes the time-averaged velocity in the

x1-direction passing the sensor. For flows affected by surface waves, equation 2.1 must be

modified to account for the oscillatory velocity component advecting turbulence passed

the sensor (Lumley and Terray 1983).

Taylor’s hypothesis is considered valid when ũ1
Ū1

<<1, where ũ1 represents the root

mean square of the turbulent velocity fluctuations along the direction of mean advection

(Lumley 1965). Errors of the order of a few percent are introduced into the inertial sub-

range when ũ1
Ū1
. 0.1 (Lumley 1965; Wyngaard and Clifford 1977; Saddoughi and Veer-

avalli 1994). For homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, the observed inertial subrange

of Ẽ j j should exhibit a -5/3 slope in logarithmic space and therefore ε can be estimated

from any velocity component. However, both the high and low wavenumber limit of the

inertial subrange has theoretical bounds based on the characteristics of the flow.

The inertial subrange is located at length scales smaller than the largest turbulent

length scale in the flow L and at scales much larger than the Kolmogorov length scale

η = (ν3/ε)1/4 (Pope 2000). Here ν is the kinematic viscosity of water. The theoretical

high wavenumber bound is accepted to be k ≈ 1/(10η) (Pope 2000). However, the low

wavenumber bound depends on the flow characteristics via L.
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2.3.2 Influence of stratification on L

In a stratified fluid, the large turbulent length scale L corresponds approximately to the

Ozmidov length scale:

LO =
(

ε

N3

)1/2
(2.2)

Here N =
√
−g
ρ̄

∂ ρ̄

∂x3
is the buoyancy frequency where ρ̄ is the mean water density and g

the gravitational constant. Gargett et al. (1984) introduced the parameter:

I =
LO

η
(2.3)

to classify the influence of stratification on the extent of the inertial subrange in flows far

from boundaries. Spectra with high I values, defined by Gargett et al. (1984) as Class 1

spectra (I >3000), exhibit a well-defined inertial subrange over 1-2 decades in all three

velocity components (Figure 2.1a). An inertial subrange spanning two decades with their

threshold of I > 3000 yields the theoretical wavenumber bounds 3/LO . k. 1/(10η) for

the inertial subrange. As the value of I decreases (600 < I < 900), Ẽ11 still exhibit a clear

inertial subrange but the effects of anisotropy influence Ẽ22 and Ẽ33 at low wavenumbers

(Class 2, Figure 2.1). As I continues to decrease (200 < I < 300), the inertial subrange

starts to be lost at low wavenumbers including Ẽ11 and the other two velocity directions

become more unreliable for estimating ε with the IDM (Class 3, Figure 2.1). At very low

values of I (50 < I < 100), the lack of a well-defined inertial subrange in their Class 4

spectra would imply that none of the velocity components can be used to compute ε with

the IDM. Gargett et al. (1984) also suggest that the influence of anisotropy is worse for

Ẽ33 than Ẽ22; likely due to the stratification suppressing the vertical transfer of energy at

low wavenumbers (Gargett et al. 1984). In summary, for stratified flows the IDM can be

applied to Ẽ11 provided I > 100 but higher I values must be met before the IDM can be

applied to the transverse and vertical velocity components.

2.3.3 Influence of shear on L

Several parameters have been used to describe the effect of shear on turbulent properties.

We introduce four of these parameters here, but assess three since the first two are similar.

The first parameter is S∗ = S(ν/ε)1/2 representing the ratio of the Kolmogorov timescale

τk = (ν/ε)1/2 to the mean shear timescale τs = 1/S, and the second parameter is the shear
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Figure 2.1: (a) Decades of separation between LO and η (i.e., log10I) as a function of background
N and ε . The classes in the legend represent those described by Gargett et al. (1984) for a
distinct range of I, although the change in spectral shapes are continuous between these ranges.
(b) Decades of separation between LS and η (i.e., log10B) as a function of mean shear S and ε .
Both figures were generated using ν = 1×10−6m2s−1

length scale LS:

LS =
(

ε

S3

)1/2
(2.4)

For environmental flows, straining can occur in multiple directions and we therefore de-

fine the mean velocity shear as S = (2Si jSi j)1/2 where Si j = 0.5
(

∂Ūi
∂x j

+ ∂Ū j
∂xi

)
. LS and S∗

have been used to scale turbulent properties in shear flows irrespective of whether the

shear was induced by the boundary (e.g., Itsweire et al. 1993; Saddoughi and Veeravalli

1994). The shear length scale LS is analogous to LO in that it represents the largest turbu-

lent length scale of the flow. We define a parameter:

B = LS/η (2.5)

representing the ratio of the largest and smallest turbulent scales, analogous to the Gar-

gett et al. (1984) definition of I for stratified flow. B is a more natural choice than S∗

for describing the reduction of the inertial subrange in wavenumber space. Saddoughi

and Veeravalli (1994) identified k = 3/LS as the lower bound of an inertial subrange not

affected by anisotropy for a turbulent boundary layer. Assuming two decades of sepa-

ration between 3/LS and 1/(10η) (the high wavenumber bound), a well-defined inertial

subrange exists for all velocity components when B > 3000 (Figure 2.1b).
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To establish the influence of anisotropy on the inertial subrange for different B, we

computed B for the laboratory experiments of Saddoughi and Veeravalli (1994). When

B ≈ 950, over one decade of an inertial subrange exists for Ẽ11, while it is reduced to

less than one decade for Ẽ22 and Ẽ33. For lower B ≈ 350− 430, about one decade of

an inertial subrange is observed in Ẽ11 and slightly more than half of a decade is ob-

served in Ẽ33, while Ẽ22 does not appear to have a clear inertial subrange (Saddoughi

and Veeravalli 1994). Hence, their idealized 2-dimensional (2D) laboratory experiments

(i.e., S = ∂Ū1/∂x3) suggest that for boundary-induced shear flows the inertial subrange

was least influenced by anisotropy in the longitudinal, followed by the vertical, and then

the transverse directions. Field observations of boundary layer flows using 2D particle

imagery systems in the x1−x3 plane also revealed that the low wavenumber bound of the

inertial subrange occurred at a larger wavenumber in Ẽ33 compared to Ẽ11 (Doron et al.

2001; Luznik et al. 2007). The Saddoughi and Veeravalli (1994) laboratory observations

differ from Gargett et al. (1984) stratified flows where Ẽ22 and Ẽ33 are impacted similarly

until very low I are reached. Furthermore, despite the similarities in the definitions of B

and I, the laboratory experiments of Saddoughi and Veeravalli (1994) suggest that at low

B, the inertial subrange is shorter than would be expected at a similar I. We investigate

the influence of anisotropy in our data as a function of B in § 2.7.

The third method for classifying turbulent shear flows is to assume that the largest

turbulent eddies are proportional to the distance away from the boundary z (Doron et al.

2001). The use of a length scale proportional to z stems from Von Karman’s log law-of-

the-wall where shear is induced via boundary friction, therefore L = κz and ε = u3
∗/κz.

Here κ=0.41 is Von Karman’s constant and u∗ is the friction velocity. Note that when the

flow is described by the law-of-the-wall LS ≡ κz.

The last parameter that has been widely used to classify turbulent boundary layer

flows is the Taylor-scale Reynolds number:

Rλ =
ũ1λ

ν
(2.6)

Here λ is Taylor’s micro-scale, which for isotropic turbulence is defined as:

λ = ũ1

√
15ν

ε
(2.7)

(Saddoughi and Veeravalli 1994; Pope 2000; Luznik et al. 2007). The use of Rλ to char-

acterize turbulent boundary layers follows from the assumption that the shear production
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of turbulent kinetic energy is equal to ε for an idealized 2D shear flow, i.e., S = ∂Ū1/∂x3

(Saddoughi and Veeravalli 1994). Note that under this flow condition, Rλ ∝ S∗−1 ∝ B.

Since environmental flows are rarely described by 2D shear flow, a more appropriate use

of Rλ is to identify the absence of an inertial subrange in quiescent flows (Pope 2000);

this criterion must be satisfied irrespective of B. For example, Saddoughi and Veeravalli

(1994) observed a similar influence of anisotropy in the inertial subrange for two different

values of Rλ (600 and 1450) that had similar B values. A well-defined inertial subrange

for Ẽ11 was obtained for Rλ & 600 (Saddoughi and Veeravalli 1994). It is generally ac-

cepted that for the influence of anisotropy to be absent in all velocity spectra Rλ & 1000

(Pope 2000). The field measurements of Luznik et al. (2007) did not have an inertial sub-

range when Rλ < 600 even when B > 1000. Thus, Rλ should only be used to ensure that

the turbulence levels are sufficiently high for the development of an inertial subrange in

the velocity spectrum.

Finally, we note that in shear stratified flows, LS and LO are related by the Richardson

number Ri = N2/S2 = (LS/LO)4/3 = (B/I)4/3. Strongly stratified flows (small LO) require

stronger shear (smaller LS) for mixing to be initiated. Itsweire et al. (1993) used DNS to

investigate the extent of the influence of anisotropy in the dissipation range as a function

of Ri. As Ri decreases from unity, the I threshold required to ensure an isotropic dissipa-

tion spectrum increases because of the increased anisotropy generated by shear (Itsweire

et al. 1993). When Ri < 0.25, their turbulent properties scaled better with B than with I,

implying that B may be better suited than I to predict the level of anisotropy in the inertial

subrange when Ri is small (i.e., LS < LO).

In summary, theory and past observations describing the influence of stratification and

shear on the inertial subrange suggest that Ẽ11 has the broadest inertial subrange, making

it more suitable for estimating ε , provided there are no instrument limitations.

2.4 Instrument considerations

To obtain the largest possible extent of the inertial subrange, the spectrum has to be re-

solved up to k ≈ 1/(10η). The required sampling frequency fs to resolve k ≈ 1/(10η)

depends on the mean advection velocity Ū1 and on ε itself (Figure 2.2). In periods of

strong advection Ū1 it becomes increasingly difficult to resolve k ≈ 1/(10η).

A low signal to noise ratio can also lead to difficulties in estimating ε . Noise overtakes

the energy spectrum at high k, potentially reducing the extent of the inertial subrange.

To obtain valid estimates of ε , energy levels in the inertial subrange must exceed the
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Figure 2.2: The Nyquist frequency fny required to resolve the high wavenumber limit of the
inertial subrange (kη = 0.1) as a function of ε (lines shown in legend in W kg−1) and the mean
flow Ū1. Note that the required sampling rate fs = 2 fny

instrument noise En(k):

E j j = A jCε
2/3k−5/3 > En(k) (2.8)

Rearranging this equation to obtain the minimum εmin that can be resolved yields:

εmin >

(
En(k)
A jC

)3/2

k5/2 (2.9)

We further generalize this equation to account for the wavenumbers where the "‘-5/3"’ fit

was obtained relative to the high wavenumber limit of the inertial subrange:

k =
β

η
(2.10)

where β ≤ 0.1 in the inertial subrange yielding:

εmin >

(
En(k)
A jC

)4
β 20/3

ν5 (2.11)

This equation demonstrates that the “-5/3”fit is most sensitive to noise at wavenumbers

approaching the theoretical high wavenumber bound of the inertial subrange of kη =

0.1 (β = 0.1). En(k) can be estimated from the spectrum’s noise floor if resolved. The
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instrument’s measurement sampling volume can also impose a high wavenumber limit on

the inertial subrange (Hackett et al. 2009).

2.5 Methods and procedures

2.5.1 Data processing

Before applying the IDM to the observed velocity spectrum, several data processing steps

must be carried out. The IDM must be applied to the turbulent portion of the velocity

spectrum at spatial (or time) scales much shorter than the dominant (deterministic) phys-

ical processes forcing the flow. A segment length that corresponds to the timescale of the

largest eddies in the flow L will ensure the low wavenumber limit of the inertial subrange

is resolved. The velocity records must also be stationary over the segment length, which

can be determined with a non-parametric test (Bendat and Piersol 2000). For unstrati-

fied tidally influenced systems, segment lengths ranging from 10-20 min are appropriate.

Increasing the segment length would unnecessarily reduce the time resolution of ε esti-

mates from velocity timeseries but more importantly, the stationary assumption would be

violated more frequently.

For each segment, the velocities are rotated such that Ū2 = Ū3 = 0. We accomplished

this by rotating the velocities from the original frame of reference ~Uo = {Ū1′,Ū2′,Ū3′}
(e.g., east, north and up) into a new frame of reference where ~U = {Ū1,0,0} for each time

segment. Here the prime on the subscripts denotes the frame of reference in which the

velocities were measured. The rotation is performed around a unit vector perpendicular

to the plane that includes ~Uo and ~U (Anton 2010) and Ū1 is the time-averaged velocity

magnitude over the segment length, i.e.,
∥∥∥~Uo

∥∥∥.

Ū1 is used for the time to space transformation if Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypoth-

esis is valid. Spectral estimates of the turbulent velocity fluctuations (i.e.,u j = U j−Ū j)

are estimated using standard methods (Priestley 1981; Bendat and Piersol 2000). For the

spectral calculations, the appropriate amount of spectral averaging depends on the physi-

cal processes present in the record. Too much ensemble averaging may limit your inertial

subrange at low wavenumbers and it does not improve the fit of the inertial subrange

model to the observations (see § 2.5.3).
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2.5.2 Estimating ε over a specified wavenumber range

Once the spectrum is computed for a specific velocity component, the calculation of ε

relies on determining the range of wavenumbers corresponding to the inertial subrange.

This step is not trivial since the theoretical bounds of the inertial subrange are a function

of ε . We will first describe how to obtain an estimate of ε over a fixed wavenumber

range before addressing the issue of identifying which wavenumbers (frequencies) of the

velocity spectrum correspond to the inertial subrange.

We considered a number of statistical techniques to fit equation 2.1 to the observed

spectrum to estimate ε and obtain an error estimate associated with the goodness of fit.

Many studies have used linear least squares regression of the spectral log-log plots in

frequency space to find the asymptote of the theoretical -5/3 slope, the advection velocity

Ū1 is then employed to calculate ε (e.g., Lorke and Wüest 2005). The use of the linear

least squares technique assumes a Gaussian distribution describes the spectral estimates,

when in reality they are χ2
d distributed (Emery and Thomson 2001). Furthermore, unless

efforts are made to keep the log-log spectrum evenly spaced, the fit from linear least

squares tends to be biased towards higher frequencies where there are a larger number of

observations. To avoid these issues we chose the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)

technique for spectral fitting (Priestley 1981; Bendat and Piersol 2000).

Ruddick et al. (2000) successfully applied the MLE technique to Batchelor fitting of

temperature gradient spectrum. The MLE for n samples is:

` = f (a1,a2, ...,an−1,an) = f (a1) f (a2)... f (an−1) f (an) (2.12)

where f (ai) is the probability density function of the ith observation of variable a, which

for our application is the estimated velocity spectrum Ẽ j j. The ratio of observed spectral

estimates Ẽ j j to the expected value E j j of the spectrum follows a χ2
d distribution (d Ẽ j j

E j j
=

χ2
d ). The number of degrees of freedom d is dependent on the amount of smoothing and

the windowing function used (Priestley 1981). To use the MLE for spectral fitting, d

must ideally be kept constant over the range of wavenumbers. The influence of spectral

averaging and smoothing on the application of the MLE is described in Ruddick et al.

(2000). The probability density function of the χ2
d distributed sample is:

f (a) =
a(d−2)/2 exp

(−a
2

)
2d/2Γ(d/2)

,ai ≥ 0 (2.13)
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where Γ(d/2) is the Gamma function equal to
(d−2

2

)
! (Bendat and Piersol 2000). Since it

is d Ẽ j j
E j j
≡ a that is χ2

d distributed, the probability density function for the observed spectral

estimates Ẽ j j becomes:

f
(
Ẽ j j
)

=
d

E j j
f (a) (2.14)

to ensure that the cumulative density function is equal to 1 (Ruddick et al. 2000). The log

likelihood for spectral observations then becomes:

ln` = ln
(

∏
d

E j ji
f (ai)

)
= n · lnd−

n

∑
i=1

lnE j ji +
n

∑
i=1

ln f (ai)
(2.15)

The above relationship is used to determine the most likely value for ε over a predefined

range of wavenumbers in the spectrum.

The minimum variance of the estimated ε can be calculated from the curvature at the

peak in the log likelihood:

var(ε)≥ −1
∂ 2(ln`)

∂ε2

(2.16)

The equality only applies if the estimated ε does not vary with the range of wavenum-

bers chosen for the fit; otherwise, the equation provides only a lower bound on the error

(Priestley 1981). Hence, the estimated MLE error in equation 2.16 is unsuitable for de-

termining the most plausible wavenumber range for the inertial subrange since ε can vary

greatly throughout the wavenumbers of the spectra. In fact, Ruddick et al. (2000) do not

use the MLE to establish the range of wavenumbers over which to perform the Batch-

elor fit. They describe how to apply the MLE and various measures of misfit once the

appropriate range of wavenumbers is known.

2.5.3 Misfit criteria

We tested two measures of misfit to disregard portions or even the entire velocity spectrum

when the theoretical model (equation 2.1) did not fit the observations. The first criterion is

the mean absolute deviation (MAD) that measures whether the spectral estimates follow

a χ2
d distribution and is defined as:

MAD =

∣∣∣∣∣1n n

∑
i=1

(
Ẽ j ji
E j ji
−
〈

Ẽ j j

E j j

〉)∣∣∣∣∣ (2.17)
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(Ruddick et al. 2000). Ruddick et al. (2000) determined through Monte Carlos simulations

that MAD= (2/d)1/2 for perfect fits and proposed a rejection criterion MAD> 2(2/d)1/2.

The second criterion is the correlation of determination:

R2 = 1−
n

∑
i=1

(
Ẽ j ji−E j ji

)2
/

n

∑
i=1

(
Ẽ j ji− Ẽ j ji

)2
(2.18)

(e.g., Jones and Monismith 2008). An R2 = 0 implies that the inertial subrange model

(equation 2.1) cannot explain the variance of the observations. We assessed the ability

of these two misfit criteria to identify the most plausible wavenumbers for the inertial

subrange.

2.5.4 Routine for identifying the inertial subrange

To determine the most plausible range of wavenumbers corresponding to the inertial sub-

range, our routine involved an initial search through the entire spectrum. We calculated ε

and the misfit criteria over all possible wavenumber ranges that spanned one decade. For

each portion of the spectrum investigated, we also computed the high and low wavenum-

ber limit of the inertial subrange, which rely on the mean advection velocity Ū1 and the

estimated ε . The low wavenumber limit is also a function the mean properties of the flow

(equation 2.2 and 2.4). We prescribed tolerances to avoid dismissing a range of wavenum-

bers that extends only slightly beyond the theoretical limits and to avoid imposing a B or I

threshold higher than those recommended in § 2.3. We tested the sensitivity of the results

to the low wavenumber limit on the ε results (see § 2.7). We also compared the theoretical

limits calculated from the estimated ε to the wavenumber range corresponding to the best

misfit criteria. If the fitted wavenumbers were outside of these limits, then the next best

fit from the initial search was tested and so on until the fit with the best misfit criterion

that also respected the theoretical limits was discovered.

For each data segment, stationarity and Taylor’s hypothesis tests were carried out

and the results stored to ultimately reject some ε estimates. Rλ was also estimated once

the final fit was obtained to ensure that the high Reynolds number assumption was not

violated. To ensure ε estimates were not contaminated by noise we verified that ε > εmin

(equation 2.11). We estimated noise levels by averaging the observed energy levels at the

highest frequencies in the spectrum (i.e., noise floor). Lastly, we rejected ε estimates with

B,I . 100 (equation 2.3 and 2.5) but higher thresholds must be applied for estimates from

Ẽ22 or Ẽ33 (see § 2.3). Plotting concurrent spectra non-dimensionalized with Kolmogorov
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scaling (i.e., Ẽ j j/(εν5)1/4) with the final “-5/3" fit against universal curves (e.g., Nasmyth

1970; Gargett et al. 1984) was also useful for identifying potential problems with large-

scale anisotropy at low wavenumbers and noise issues at high wavenumbers.

2.6 Data sources for evaluating the IDM

We assessed our methodology using two data sets with vastly different dynamics, strat-

ification and shear levels (Table 2.1). The first site is a tidally forced channel, Suisun

Slough (SS), in North San Francisco Bay (Jones et al. 2009). We selected this site due

to its weak or no stratification conditions and its boundary influenced flow, enabling us

to evaluate our methodology in a region of variable bottom-induced shear. The second

data set is from a stratified boundary layer on the Australian North-West Shelf (NWS).

We used this data set to demonstrate the influence of stratification in reducing the low

wavenumber range of the inertial subrange. The NWS data set also demonstrates the ef-

fects of the sampling frequency and flow conditions on estimating ε . In both data sets,

Vector acoustic-Doppler velocimeters (ADV, Nortek AS) measured three components of

velocity, enabling us to evaluate the influence of anisotropy on each velocity component

under different conditions. This instrument is known for yielding higher quality vertical

velocity measurements (Voulgaris and Trowbridge 1998), and we demonstrate the impli-

cations of this characteristic in § 2.7.

The SS data comprises of 2 weeks of velocity measurements at 0.15, 0.30, and 0.45

m above the bed (m ASB) in an average water depth of 2.8 m (Jones et al. 2009). The

instruments were placed near the middle of a 120 m wide channel and collected data in

burst sampling mode, measuring velocities at 16 Hz for 18 min every hour. The maximum

free stream velocity was about 0.4 ms−1 (Table 2.1). The water column was generally un-

stratified except during slack tide. Spectra were computed with segment lengths of 9 min

(8640 samples) since they were more frequently stationary than the 18 min segments.

Spectral estimates were smoothed by band-averaging and applying a Hanning window in

the time domain (d = 16) to preserve the low wavenumber limit of the inertial subrange

(Priestley 1981). Despite its simple geometry and forcing, vertical shear was present

in both the along- and cross-stream directions due to secondary circulations. We esti-

mated the mean shear S =
√

(∂Ū1′/∂x3)
2 +(∂Ū2′/∂x3)

2 by numerically differencing the

two vertical profiles of horizontal velocity (i.e., along- and cross-channel) obtained from

temporally averaging the velocity measurements in each 9 min segment. We employed

forward, centered and backward numerical-differencing to obtain S at 0.15, 0.30, and 0.45
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m ASB, respectively. We observed higher shear close to the bed and shear varied by more

than one order of magnitude over the deployment (Table 2.1).

Our second data set is from a mooring deployed in 400 m of water approximately

195 km from the coast as part of an internal wave generation study (Chapter 3). An

ADV was located 1.7 m ASB and sampled continuously at 1 Hz for a period of 3 weeks.

The average velocity was 0.1 ms−1 and peaked at 0.3 ms−1. For the ε estimations, spectra

were calculated using segment lengths of 17.06 min (1024 samples). The spectra were not

averaged (d = 2) to preserve the low wavenumber portion of the spectrum. The buoyancy

frequency over the bottom 30 m of the water column averaged 7×10−3 rads−1 during the

deployment. There were periods when the stratification weakened; however, the variation

was small compared with the variation of the shear at the SS site (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1: Summary of our field data sources used to evaluate the IDM

Suisun Slough North-West Shelf
Field deployment details
Latitude and Longitude 38◦8.96’ N, 12◦4.12’ W 19◦10.62’ S, 115◦44.71’ E
Date deployed 30 Aug to 15 Sep 2005 24 Oct to 11 Nov 2008
fs (Hz) 16 1
Height above bed (m) 0.15 0.3 0.45 1.7
Site conditions
Median Ū1 ±1 std (ms−1) 0.15±0.08 0.17 ±0.10 0.18±0.10 0.10±0.05
Peak Ū1 (ms−1) 0.34 0.39 0.41 0.26
Median N ± 1 std (rad s−1) - - - (7 ± 1.5)×10−3

Median S ± 1std (rad s−1) 0.16±0.09 0.11±0.06 0.08±0.05 -
Kinematic viscosity (m2s−1) 1.00×10−6 1.36×10−6

Median instrument noise floor En† (m s−1)2/(rad m−1)
Longitudinal 4.3×10−7 8.8×10−8 8.6×10−8 7.3×10−6

Transverse 2.8×10−7 7.9×10−8 6.8×10−8 7.4×10−6

Vertical 6.1×10−8 7.5×10−9 5.2×10−9 8.3×10−7

†The noise floor for each spectrum was estimated by assuming a white noise spectrum and aver-
aging the spectral energy levels of the ten highest wavenumbers.

2.6.1 Summary of resolvable ε from our data

Schematics of model spectra for the NWS and SS data demonstrate the resolvable ε for

each environment (Figure 2.3). The average N at the NWS site allowed less than one

decade of the inertial subrange in Ẽ11 to be resolved for ε < 1× 10−7W kg−1 (Fig-

ure 2.3a). In contrast, closest to the bed at the SS site, the median S = 0.16 rad s−1

does not allow one decade of the inertial subrange to be resolved at ε < 5× 10−5 W

kg−1 (Figure 2.3b). When B,I <100 the inertial subrange for Ẽ11 is less than one decade

(Figure 2.3). We note that at the SS site, measurements higher above the seabed would
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generally allow lower ε to be resolved because of weaker shear than close to the seabed.

While, variable shear levels at the SS site would result in higher (lower) limit on the ε

estimate during periods of stronger (weaker) shear.
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Figure 2.3: Schematics to demonstrate the range of ε that can be estimated from Ẽ11 for (a)
the NWS data using the observed median Ū1 = 0.10 ms−1 and N = 7× 10−3 rad s−1 (ν =
1.36×10−6 m2s−1) and (b) the SS data using the median Ū1 = 0.15 ms−1 and S = 0.16 rad s−1

observed at 0.15 m ASB (ν = 1×10−6 m2s−1). The noise floor levels shown are for illustration
purposes only as these vary throughout a deployment. Units for ε are W kg−1.

The sampling program can further restrict the values of ε that can be resolved with

the IDM. The high wavenumber limit of the inertial subrange may be unresolved since the

mean advection velocity Ū1 can displace the location of the inertial subrange in frequency

space. For example, with ε ≈ 5×10−6 W kg−1 and Ū1 ≈0.10 m s−1, the high wavenum-

ber limit of the inertial subrange would be at 2 Hz for the NWS data (Figure 2.3a), while

for the SS data, it occurs at 4 Hz as Ū1 is larger (Figure 2.3b). The SS sampling fre-

quency suffices to resolve ε > 5×10−5 W kg−1 governed by the observed median shear

(Figure 2.3b). However, at the NWS site, the sampling rate of 1 Hz does not allow us

to resolve ε ≈ 1× 10−7 W kg−1, as only half a decade of the inertial subrange is re-

solved at the median Ū1 (Figure 2.3a). Note that instrument noise could further inhibit

the minimum value of ε resolvable (equation 2.9 or 2.11), and is dependent on the flow
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characteristics (e.g., acoustic scatterers) as well as the instrument. Our chosen segment

length and averaging strategy for computing the spectra in both our data sets does not

impact the lower limit of the inertial subrange (Figure 2.3).

2.7 Assessment

Our primary objective was to assess the importance of considering the flow characteris-

tics when using the IDM. We also assessed the robustness of our statistical procedures

using the SS data set. Furthermore, we used the NWS data to demonstrate instrument

limitations. It was not possible to compare the IDM estimates for ε against an alternative

method as the dissipation range was usually contaminated by noise.

2.7.1 Identifying the inertial subrange with statistical measures

We tested the ability of statistical measures to determine the most plausible range of

wavenumbers that made up the inertial subrange; and to reject spectra that did not have

an inertial subrange. This assessment was performed independently of enforcing a low

wavenumber inertial subrange limit to demonstrate what can be achieved if LS or LO is

not considered.

Two examples from the SS data set highlight the variations in statistical measures

throughout the spectra for all Ẽ j j. Example 1 had a well-defined inertial subrange in each

Ẽ j j but different noise characteristics (Figure 2.4a). In Example 2, large shear reduced the

extent of the inertial subrange at low wavenumbers in all Ẽ j j but the noise characteristics

were similar (Figure 2.5a). From here on, we denote ε with subscript j to indicate from

which Ẽ j j we obtained the ε estimate. For both examples, ε varied depending on the

location of the “-5/3" fit (Figure 2.4b and 2.5b). ε j estimates agreed within a factor of

two when the fit occurred in regions not influenced by noise or large-scale anisotropy

(Figure 2.4 and 2.5).

To assess the suitability of the R2 and MAD misfit criteria for identifying the inertial

subrange, we inspected the placement of the “-5/3" fit relative to the theoretical bounds

of the inertial subrange, i.e., 3/L . k . 1/(10η) (Figure 2.4 and 2.5). When large-scale

anisotropy influenced the low wavenumbers, we obtained high R2 values from fits at high

wavenumbers (Figure 2.5d). However, when large-scale anisotropy was not significant,

the R2 criterion would often identify the best “-5/3" fit at low wavenumbers outside the

theoretical range, where ε j varied between components (Figure 2.5 b,d). Another disad-

vantage of the R2 criterion was its sensitivity to outliers, changing from strongly nega-
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Figure 2.4: (a) Example Ẽ j j velocity spectra from the SS dataset at 0.45 m ASB with well-defined
inertial subranges. (b) Estimated ε , (c) MAD, (d) kLS and (e) R2 misfit criterion for all Ẽ j j. The
MAD rejection threshold proposed by Ruddick et al. (2000) for these spectra (d=16) is 0.71.
The values of the parameters in (b-e) are plotted at the mid-point of each decade investigated
in (a) for a possible fit for the inertial subrange. Only R2 > −2 is shown in (e). Note B ≈550
and Rλ ≈600. The “5/3" fits shown are those obtained when the theoretical low wavenumber
was enforced.

tive to positive values within wavenumbers corresponding to the inertial subrange (e.g.,

2×10−3 < kη < 3×10−2 in Figure 2.4e). The MAD criterion performed more reliably,

identifying better “-5/3" fits at higher wavenumbers than the R2 (Figure 2.4 and 2.5), al-

though not always within the theoretical limits of the inertial subrange (see below). The

reduced noise levels in Ẽ33, allowed both the MAD and R2 criteria to identify the iner-

tial subrange within its theoretical limits (Figure 2.4 and 2.5). Nevertheless, the MAD
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Figure 2.5: (a) Example Ẽ j j velocity spectra from the SS dataset at 0.15 m ASB with a reduction
of the inertial subrange at low wavenumbers. (b) Estimated ε , (c) MAD, (d) kLS, (e) R2 misfit
criteria for all Ẽ j j. The MAD rejection threshold proposed by Ruddick et al. (2000) for these
spectra (d =16) is 0.71. The values of the parameters in (b-e) are plotted at the mid-point
of each decade investigated in (a) for a possible fit for the inertial subrange. Only R2 >-2 is
shown in (e). Note B ≈160 and Rλ ≈450. The “-5/3" fits shown are those obtained when the
theoretical low wavenumber is enforced.

criterion was better suited than the R2 criterion to identify the inertial subrange.

Despite the better success with the MAD criterion, it did always not place the “-5/3" fit

within the theoretical bounds of the inertial subrange, even when large-scale anisotropy

was not significant at low wavenumbers (e.g., Ẽ11 Figure 2.4b) or when the signal to

noise ratio was high (e.g., Ẽ11 and Ẽ22 Figure 2.5b). Despite this pitfall, estimated ε

obtained at wavenumbers identified by the MAD criterion still agreed (within a factor
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of 2-3) with estimates obtained at wavenumbers where the theoretical low wavenumber

limit (kLS > 3) was satisfied (Figure 2.4b). However, this was not true for the entire SS

data set, since estimated ε j obtained from segments with low B disagreed by more than

two orders of magnitude (Figure 2.6 a-b). Furthermore, reliance on the MAD criterion

alone to identify the inertial subrange, yielded different wavenumber ranges for each Ẽ j j

(circles in Figure 2.4 and 2.5). Hence, enforcing the theoretical low wavenumber limit

(kLS > 3) is recommended since it improved both the agreement in the location of the

“-5/3" fit for each Ẽ j j (Figure 2.4 and 2.5) and the estimated ε j (Figure 2.7).

To reject spectra that did not have an inertial subrange, we tested the ability of both

the R2 and MAD criteria. The MAD misfit criteria rarely exceeded the Ruddick et al.

(2000) rejection threshold, even when the fit was placed within the noise floor of the

spectra (e.g., Ẽ22 in Figure 2.4c). It is unclear whether the Ruddick et al. (2000) threshold

is applicable to spectral fitting of the inertial subrange and our data sets. Rather than

arbitrarily reducing the rejection threshold of the MAD, we decided to use the R2 criterion

due to its less ambiguous statistical definition. If no portion of the spectrum satisfied R2 >

0, then the spectrum was deemed to have no inertial subrange. Applying this threshold

to the NWS and SS data sets excluded spectra that were dominated by noise or by the

influence of large-scale anisotropy. This threshold still accepts some spectra without an

inertial subrange, which we later reject upon applying our theoretical and instrumentation

considerations.

2.7.2 Sensitivity of results to kL

When the low wavenumber limit of the inertial subrange was ignored, ε j associated with

low B disagreed by more than two orders of magnitude amongst Ẽ j j (Figure 2.6a,b).

However, when ε j estimates that violated B and/or Rλ were removed we obtained good

agreement between the ε j estimates and all estimates exceeded ε j > 1×10−6 Wkg−1 (Fig-

ure 2.6 c,d). Most likely the broad inertial subrange associated with high B, facilitated the

statistical measures to correctly identify the inertial subrange, leading to the better agree-

ment amongst ε j (Figure 2.6 c,d). In contrast, when we enforced both the theoretical low

and high wavenumber limits (kLS > 3 and kη < 0.1), the remaining ε j agreed better than

when only the high wavenumber limit was enforced (kη ≈ 0.1), even before removal of

estimates violating B and/or Rλ (Figure 2.7a-b). The identified decade of wavenumbers

over which the fit was performed varied by less than 1/5th of a decade amongst the dif-

ferent velocity components. The final ε3 estimates in Figure 2.7d are lower than ε1 by
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Figure 2.6: Scatter plots of ε j estimates for the SS data when the theoretical low wavenumber
limit (kLS) of the inertial subrange was not enforced. (a) ε2 and (b) ε3 estimates against ε1
estimates that satisfied Taylor’s hypothesis and the noise criteria. (c) ε2 and (d) ε3 estimates
against ε1 estimates that satisfied Taylor’s hypothesis, the noise criteria, and after removal of
data violating B and Rλ . In each panel the number of fits n j returned by the routine for each ε j

and the number of concurrent fits n1, j returned by ε1 and ε j are shown.

up to a factor of three, the discrepancy between these estimates increased as B→100.

We note that enforcing both the low and high wavenumber limit of the inertial subrange,

and setting a minimum decade requirement is equivalent to enforcing a B threshold. Our

prescribed tolerances of half a decade for both the high and low theoretical wavenumber

bounds allows estimates with B <100 (Figure 2.7a-b); avoiding inadvertently excluding

fits that extend only slightly beyond the theoretical bounds.

We compared concurrent ε j estimates obtained with and without enforcing kLS > 3

once all data violating Taylor’s hypothesis, B, and Rλ were removed (Figure 2.8). When
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Figure 2.7: Same as Figure 2.6 but the theoretical low wavenumber limit kLS of the inertial
subrange was enforced yielding better agreement in the estimates of ε j

kLS > 3 was not enforced, ε1 and ε2 were consistently lower than estimates obtained

when we enforced kLS > 3 (Figure 2.8a and b). For both approaches, ε3 estimates were

very similar (Figure 2.8c) due to the lower noise levels in the vertical velocity which

allowed our statistical measures to place the fit at higher wavenumbers, avoiding the low

wavenumbers contaminated by the influence of anisotropy (e.g., Figure 2.5a). The low

ε estimates from Ẽ11 and Ẽ22 when kLS was not enforced resulted from our statistical

measures avoiding the high (noisy) wavenumbers, hence, placing the “-5/3" fit at low

wavenumbers outside the theoretical wavenumber range of the inertial subrange (e.g.,

Figure 2.4 and 2.5). Whether we enforced the theoretical wavenumber limit or not,

ε j obtained from both methods agreed within about a factor of two provided that shear

was considered using LS and the B parameter (Figure 2.8). However, we recommend
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enforcing the theoretical low wavenumber limit during the search for the inertial subrange

to improve the agreement amongst the ε j estimates as well as the location of the “-5/3"

fit.

2.7.3 Causes for rejection

When we used our recommended approach of enforcing the theoretical low wavenum-

ber limit to both the NWS and SS data, the relative number of ε estimates rejected for

the various criteria differed (Figure 2.9). We illustrated this by removing ε estimates as

we sequentially applied the criterion in our recommended methodology, starting with the

removal of segments violating Taylor’s hypothesis (Figure 2.9). For the NWS data, re-

jection rates based on the R2 <0 misfit criteria were around 50%, much higher than for

the SS data, likely due to increased noise (Figure 2.9, Table 2.1). In fact, only NWS

data ε estimates were rejected when applying the noise criteria (equation 2.11), following

application of all of the other theoretical constraints (Figure 2.9). The most noteworthy

difference amongst ε j was the decrease in the number of fits rejected in ε3 when applying

the noise criteria to the NWS data (not shown), owing to better quality measurements in

the vertical component of the ADV (Voulgaris and Trowbridge 1998). When the noise

criteria was applied independently of the other criteria, only 0.4% and 0.1% of the lon-

gitudinal and vertical fits, respectively, were rejected from the SS data set, while these

percentages were 28% and 3% for the NWS data. The NWS site was less energetic,

therefore it was more difficult to resolve ε with the IDM (Figure 2.10); ε estimates were

obtained for less than 6% of the data set (Figure 2.9). For the SS data, higher data re-

turn was obtained away from the seabed (≈25%), while about 10% of ε estimates were

retained closest to the seabed (Figure 2.9).

2.7.4 Extent of anisotropy at low wavenumbers

The resulting ε estimates from both sites are classified as being influenced by anisotropy,

i.e., B,I <3000 (Figure 2.10). On average the SS data experienced lower B as the bed

was approached, at 0.15 m ASB B. 300 whereas at 0.45 m ASB B. 500 (Figure 2.10).

For the NWS data, there were instances of I ≈ 1000 despite lower ε as the stratification

was not too strong. From here on, we discuss only ε estimates obtained from our rec-

ommended approach of enforcing the theoretical low wavenumber limit of the inertial

subrange during the placement of the “-5/3" fit.

Examples from the NWS data demonstrate the increased effects of anisotropy as I is
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Figure 2.9: Histogram of rejection rates for the SS and NWS data at various stages of data re-
moval using our recommended approach of enforcing the theoretical wavenumber limit kL.
Each rejection criterion was applied sequentially, starting with the removal of segments vio-
lating Taylor’s hypothesis. ε j estimates that violate several criteria are not differentiated. We
averaged rejection rates across the three velocity components.

decreased, and how noise and therefore the inability to resolve kη ≈ 0.1, can hinder the

application of the IDM (Figure 2.11). In all examples, we used Kolmogorov scaling to

non-dimensionalize the spectra and included the Gargett et al. (1984) universal spectrum

as digitized by Luznik et al. (2007). In the first example (I ≈1000), we did not resolve the

highest 1/2 decade of the inertial subrange; our sampling frequency was too slow for the

observed Ū1. The IDM can still be applied since for I ≈1000 an inertial subrange should

be exhibited in all three velocity components for more than one decade. Nevertheless, the

effects of large-scale anisotropy were more pronounced in Ẽ33 than in the other velocity

components, possibly due to the presence of the seabed (see next section). The three spec-

tra agreed for only about half a decade between 5×10−3 . kη . 1×10−2 (Figure 2.11a)

but ε j estimates were still within a factor of 2-3 (ε j ≈ 5×10−7 W kg−1); the smallest es-

timate being from Ẽ33 due to lower noise levels. Removing the noise contributions from

Ẽ11 and Ẽ22 could improve the agreement in ε j; however, the sampling rate was not high

enough to define the noise floor in this instance.

In a more typical example from the NWS data (I ≈470), the influence of anisotropy
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Figure 2.10: (a) The final ε j estimates for the SS and NWS data overlaid on Figure 2.1b (i.e.,
log10B and/or log10I); (b) histogram for the estimated S or N averaged over the same segment
used to compute the spectra irrespective of obtaining a ε estimate or not. Note that the lines of
constant log10B (or log10I) in panel A were created with ν = 1×10−6m2s−1 observed for the
SS data. The NWS data has ν = 1.36× 10−6m2s−1 yielding slightly lower I than implied by
its scatter.

was more pronounced (Figure 2.11b). However, this did not hinder the estimation of ε ,

as the high wavenumber limit of the inertial subrange was resolved; ε1 ≈ 2.2× 10−7,

ε2 ≈ 4.1× 10−7 and ε3 ≈ 1.3× 10−7 W kg−1. We can attribute the discrepancies to the

different noise levels and the anisotropy at low wavenumbers, predominantly in Ẽ22 and

Ẽ33. Overall, in the NWS data the lack of ε estimates with I.350, is likely due to the high

noise levels that precluded the use of high wavenumbers for fitting the inertial subrange

model to our observations.

Using the SS data, we emphasize the influence of the shear-induced anisotropy with

four examples of Ẽ j j. The first two are from different segments of time and from the

furthest and closest instrument to the seabed (Figure 2.12 a-b). The other two examples
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Figure 2.11: Example Ẽ j j from the NWS data showing in (a) high I ≈ 1000 (Rλ ≈ 740) with
broader inertial subranges than in (b) where I≈ 470 (Rλ ≈ 850) and all Ẽ j j exhibit the influence
of large-scale anisotropy. Note that in all panels the theoretical low wavenumber limit was
enforced kL and that Ẽ22 and Ẽ33 have not been corrected by A j = 4/3. Gargett et al. (1984)
universal spectrum as digitized by Luznik et al. (2007) and the “-5/3" fit are shown for Ẽ33 due
to its lower noise floor at high wavenumbers. All Ẽ j j have been non-dimensionalized using
ν = 1.36×10−6m2s−1 and the ε3 estimate. The estimated ε j are shown for reference.

are from the same depth (0.30 m ASB; Figure 2.12 c-d). At the SS site, shear was the

most limiting factor in resolving ε since the final ε estimates were high (ε j & 1×10−6 W

kg−1) making the inertial subrange less susceptible to errors from instrument noise.

Furthest from the seabed, shear was weak in the example shown in Figure 2.12a;

S ≈ 1.5× 10−2 rad s−1 and B ≈ 530. Broad inertial subranges were observed in all Ẽ j j;

estimated ε j ≈ 1× 10−6 W kg−1 was amongst the lowest obtained from this data set.

In contrast, the example closest to the seabed with shear levels of S ≈ 1.2× 10−1 rad

s−1 (slightly below the observed median) and low B ≈100, the influence of anisotropy

is displayed at low wavenumbers, predominantly in Ẽ33 (Figure 2.12b). Estimated ε j ≈
1×10−5 Wkg−1 still agreed within a factor two, but Ẽ33 exhibited less than one decade of

the inertial subrange (kη ≈ 2×10−2 in Figure 2.12b). The inertial subrange of the other

components, especially Ẽ11, extended to lower wavenumbers than Ẽ33 (Figure 2.12b).
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Figure 2.12: Example Ẽ j j from the SS data showing in (a) B ≈ 530 (Rλ ≈ 600) at 0.45 m ASB,
amongst the highest B observed in this data set; (b) B ≈ 130 (Rλ ≈ 760) at 0.15 m ASB
where all Ẽ j j exhibit the influence of large-scale anisotropy, especially Ẽ33; (c) an intermediate
B ≈ 360 (Rλ ≈ 880) at 0.30 m ASB; (d) another example of low B ≈ 130 (Rλ ≈ 700) but at
0.30 m ASB. Note that in all panels the theoretical low wavenumber limit was enforced kL
and that Ẽ22 and Ẽ33 were not corrected by A j= 4/3. Gargett et al. (1984) universal spectrum
as digitized by Luznik et al. (2007) and the “-5/3" fit are shown for Ẽ33 to highlight both the
anisotropy at low wavenumbers and the lower noise floor at high wavenumbers. All Ẽ j j have
been non-dimensionalized using ν = 1×10−6m2s−1 and the ε3 estimate. The estimated ε j are
shown for reference.

The remaining two SS examples, demonstrate the differences in the largest turbu-

lent scales of the flow (i.e., LS) for measurements taken at the same location of 0.30 m

ASB (Figure 2.12 c,d). The influence of anisotropy in the inertial subrange was more

pronounced when B ≈ 130 and S ≈ 0.10 rad s−1 (Figure 2.12d), resulting in the inertial

subrange of Ẽ33 spanning less than one decade, similar to Figure 2.12b. The influence of

anisotropy decreased when B≈ 360, despite higher shear (S≈ 0.14 rad s−1, Figure 2.12c)

than the lowerB example from the same depth (Figure 2.12d). Ẽ33 displayed the shortest

inertial subrange of all components but extended to lower wavenumbers than the theoret-
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ical low wavenumber limit of kLS=3 (Figure 2.12 c, d).

The inertial subrange in the SS data may have spanned over larger ranges that those

predicted for stratified flows using an equivalent I to our estimated B; especially as B

approaches 100, the limit for the existence of the inertial subrange (Figure 2.12 b-d). A

potential explanation may be the relationship between B and I via the Richardson number

Ri = N2/S2 = (LS/LO)4/3 = (B/I)4/3 as investigated by Itsweire et al. (1993). As Ri

decreased from unity, Itsweire et al. (1993) reported that the turbulent properties scaled

better with LS than with LO most likely because LS < LO. Our data suggests that at low B,

the thresholds used to predict the reduction of the inertial subrange at low wavenumbers

from shear-induced anisotropy can be relaxed compared with the I thresholds used for

identifying the influence of stratification-induced anisotropy. Furthermore, the inertial

subrange in the SS data spanned a wider range of wavenumbers than the Saddoughi and

Veeravalli (1994) laboratory experiments at an equivalent B.

Another discrepancy between our observations and the Saddoughi and Veeravalli

(1994) experiments was the increased influence of anisotropy observed in Ẽ33 relative

to Ẽ22. Perhaps these differences are related to the lack of turbulent kinetic energy pro-

duction P = uiu j
∂Ui
∂x j

in the transverse direction in the Saddoughi and Veeravalli (1994)

experiments since shear was exerted mostly in the x1− x3 plane, i.e., S = ∂Ū1/∂x3. This

observation requires further investigation. In summary, strong shear hindered the use of

the IDM to estimate ε in our data; the influence of large-scale anisotropy worsened as B

decreased.

2.7.5 Maximum length scale imposed by a boundary

Despite the SS simple geometry and flow dynamics (i.e., potentially respecting the law-

of-the-wall), LS was not constant at a given measurement depth z. The SS estimated LS

were generally smaller than the theoretical length scale predicted by the law-of-the-wall

(i.e., κz) and LS were almost always less than the distance of the sampling volume to the

boundary (Figure 2.13 a). In contrast, the stratified NWS data (1.7 m ASB) yielded a

median LO larger than κz (Figure 2.13 b). The large LO relative to κz may be associated

with a low Ri in this stratified boundary layer flow, yielding LS < LO as suggested by

the DNS work of Itsweire et al. (1993) (see above). LO was generally smaller than the

distance from the boundary (Figure 2.13 b).

Our data suggest that the height above the bed may represent an upper bound for

the largest turbulent length scales; although it is possible that the two sites were not suffi-
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ciently energetic to yield higher LO or LS via higher ε . Previous field observations suggest

that the increased anisotropy in Ẽ33 relative to Ẽ11 was a result of the presence of a solid

boundary reducing the eddy size in the vertical plane (Doron et al. 2001). They associ-

ated the wavenumber where Ẽ33 started to exhibit signs of large-scale anisotropy to the

distance of their measurements from the bed. The LS of Saddoughi and Veeravalli (1994)

were always less than the measurement height; but LS was very similar at the same mea-

surement height for two different experiments where Ū1, S and ε differed significantly.

This demonstrates that a length scale proportional to the distance from the boundary is

appropriate for flows described by the-law-of-the-wall. For field planning purposes, the

height above the bed could be used as a first approximation for LS in boundary-induced

shear flows. However, we caution that this could underpredict the influence of boundary-

induced shear on the inertial subrange in environmental flows.
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2.8 Discussion

Our assessment of the IDM demonstrated that statistical measures can help identify the

inertial subrange, but they are insufficient to yield accurate ε estimates when used in isola-

tion. To obtain valid estimates, instrumentation and environmental limitations must also

be taken into account. High noise levels can undermine the application of the IDM to

estimate ε as demonstrated with our NWS data. Environmental flow properties control

whether ε can be resolved with the IDM; it also influences the design of the field program.

With the SS data, the high shear near the boundary prevented low magnitude ε to be es-

timated with the IDM; the degree of anisotropy at low wavenumbers was a function of

B = LS/η . Furthermore, although not tested with our data sets LS has successfully been

used to scale turbulent properties away from boundaries (Itsweire et al. 1993). Hence, LS

(and B) could likely describe the influence of large-scale anisotropy from shear, irrespec-

tive of whether the shear is induced by the boundary. Furthermore, these parameters do

not rely on the law-of-the wall assumption and can thus be applied to various boundary-

layer flows.

The most important consideration for the IDM is that the range of wavenumbers cor-

responding to the inertial subrange is a function of the flow conditions. Specifying a fixed

range of frequencies or even wavenumbers to fit the inertial subrange model would re-

quire flow conditions to remain relatively constant throughout a field experiment. Users

of the IDM method should assess the values of ε that can be resolved within both the

limitations of the measurement program and the range of their observed flow properties

(e.g., Figure 2.3).

2.9 Comments and recommendations

Our theoretical considerations for using the IDM with temporal velocity measurements,

also apply to spatial velocity measurements (e.g., particle image velocimetry). For spatial

velocity measurements, the sampling resolution required for using the IDM is independent

of Ū1 as Taylor’s frozen turbulence assumption is not invoked.

When designing a field program to estimate ε via the IDM, the following factors

should be considered:

1. To determine if the IDM can be used to estimate ε the mean background stratifica-

tion N and shear levels S should be established (Figure 2.1).
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(a) For boundary-induced shear, the distance to the boundary can be used as a first

approximation of the largest turbulent length scales but may greatly underes-

timate the influence of shear (Figure 2.13).

2. Measure the mean shear and stratification to enable identification of the inertial

subrange.

(a) Stratification is typically more persistent than shear; thereby, measuring den-

sity profiles before and after your experiment may be sufficient for applying

the IDM. For longer deployments or under rapidly varying stratification con-

ditions, we recommend more frequent measurements.

(b) To estimate S in the field, measuring vertical profiles of time-averaged hor-

izontal velocities (i.e.,∂Ū1/∂x3,∂Ū2/∂x3) will suffice since the other mean

velocity gradients are generally negligible. Several velocimeters or a current-

profiler with sufficient vertical resolution can achieve this objective.

(c) Note that Ri relates the mean shear S and stratification N (Ri = (LS/LO)4/3)

and that with decreasing Ri, shear will dictate the large-scale anisotropy, i.e.,

LS < LO

3. Choose a suitable velocimeter.

(a) The capacity of the velocimeter to yield high signal to noise velocity mea-

surements for the expected flow conditions should be assessed. High noise

levels can be detrimental to estimating ε but can be difficult to assess a priori,

e.g., the concentration of acoustic scatterers in the water column when using

acoustic-Doppler velocimeters.

(b) The sampling volume size of the velocity measurements may dictate the high

frequency cut-off of the velocity spectra (Hackett et al. 2009).

4. Measuring turbulent velocity fluctuations in more than one direction is recom-

mended.

(a) Include the longitudinal velocity component since its inertial subrange is least

affected by large-scale anisotropy (see § 2.3).

5. Choose the sampling frequency to ensure the inertial subrange will be resolved for

your field conditions (2.2). Similarly, if burst sampling, the duration of each burst
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must be sufficiently long to avoid restricting the inertial subrange at low wavenum-

bers (see § 2.5.1).

(a) Creating a schematic similar to Figure 2.3 can be useful for this assessment.

(b) Energy levels in the inertial subrange must exceed noise levels to obtain a

valid ε estimate (equation 2.11). To ensure the noise floor can be identified,

sampling at a rate beyond the high wavenumber limit of the inertial subrange

(kη ≈ 0.10) is desirable.

We recommend the following steps to obtain valid ε estimates from the IDM once the

spectra have been computed for the velocity measurements:

1. Compute Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis ratio ũ1
Ū1

and reject data where ũ1
Ū1

>

0.15.

2. Establish the most likely wavenumber range for the inertial subrange by computing

ε (equation 2.1 and 2.15), the MAD (equation 2.17) and R2 misfit criteria (equa-

tion 2.18), kη and kL (equation 2.2 for LO and equation 2.4 for LS) for each portion

of the spectrum satisfying a minimum decade requirement.

(a) If R2 ≤ 0 for the entire spectrum then it has no inertial subrange.

(b) If R2 > 0 over parts of the spectrum, use the portion of the spectrum with

the lowest MAD and for which the lowest and highest wavenumbers did not

extend beyond their theoretical limits. If the bounds (within a tolerance of 1/2

a decade) are violated, proceed to the second lowest MAD, and so forth. The

tolerance of 1/2 a decade ensures that spectra extending only slightly beyond

the theoretical bounds are not rejected and avoids imposing a B or I threshold

higher than those recommended in § 2.3.

3. Estimate the noise floor of the spectrum and use equation 2.11 to reject spectra

whose energy levels in the inertial subrange do not exceed noise levels.

4. Reject the ε estimate if the computed Rλ . 600.

5. Compute B and/or I. Data segments that yield B or I .100 should be rejected as

anisotropy will be present in all Ẽ j j. A more stringent Bor I criteria must be met

when using components other than the longitudinal (see § 2.3).
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6. Plot concurrent spectra Ẽ j j/
(
εν5)1/4 for the velocity components with the in-

ertial subrange fit and the universal curves (e.g., Nasmyth 1970; Gargett et al.

1984) to identify any remaining estimates that should be rejected due to large-scale

anisotropy.

Following the above inertial dissipation subrange methodology, which takes into con-

sideration the sampling program, the instrument, and the flow characteristics, will provide

reliable estimates of ε .
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CHAPTER 3
Dynamics of a tidally-forced stratified shear flow on the

continental slope 1

3.1 Abstract

The near seabed mean and turbulent processes on the continental slope were measured

for a three week period using an array of acoustic-Doppler velocimeters and thermistors

over the bottom 30 m at the 400 m isobath. Baroclinic motions with characteristics simi-

lar to internal bores or boluses propagated onshore during the flood phase of both spring

and neap tides. The arrival time of these internal bores at our measurement site varied

amongst tidal cycles and their characteristics were not highly correlated with the ampli-

tude of the barotropic tidal forcing. The passage of the internal bores was associated

with large turbulent overturns, enhanced turbulent kinetic energy dissipation (ε > 10−6

W kg−1) and intensified currents (>6 times the barotropic forcing) within meters of the

seabed. During the deployment, stratification and shear competed to govern our observed

overturning length scale (. 4 m) that were characterized by the Ellison length scale LE .

Only measurements closest to the seabed (1.7 m) were described by the log law-of-the-

wall; generally both buoyancy and the presence of the bottom boundary influenced LE ,

while sometimes flow-induced shear determined LE . As the distance of our measurements

from the seabed increased, the influence of buoyancy became more pronounced. These

results highlight that a more general descriptor of the overturning length scale is necessary

for complex stratified shear flows.

3.2 Introduction

The interaction of the barotropic tide with the continental slope can generate various baro-

clinic responses. One important response is the generation of internal waves at tidal fre-

quencies, which can subsequently propagate away and dissipate energy over large do-

mains and are thus considered key elements in the global ocean energy budget and deep

ocean mixing (e.g., Wunsch and Ferrari 2004). Other types of baroclinic response include

internal bores and boluses in the near-boundary region (Venayagamoorthy and Fringer

2007). Such highly nonlinear baroclinic structures can produce significant localized shear

1Bluteau, C.E., Jones, N.L, and Ivey, G.N. 2011. Dynamics of a tidally-forced stratified shear flow on the
continental slope. Journal of Geophysical Research - Oceans. 116, C11017, doi:10.1029/2011JC007214.
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and intensified currents near the seabed and transport colder (denser) water onshore. The

baroclinic response depends on: the strength of the barotropic tidal forcing, both the fre-

quency ω and amplitude Uo ; the local vertical and horizontal density gradients; and the

height hs and length ls of the continental slope (Vlasenko et al. 2005; Garrett and Kunze

2007).

A key parameter that characterizes the baroclinic response in a continuously stratified

fluid is the criticality of the slope γ = β/α , defined as the ratio of the topographic slope

β to the internal wave characteristic slope α =
(

ω2− f 2

N2−ω2

)1/2
. Here, f is the Coriolis

parameter and N =
√
−g
ρ

∂ρ

∂x3
is the background stratification estimated from the mean

density ρ and the gravitational constant g. For sub-critical topography when γ < 1, linear

internal tides are generated (e.g., Echeverri et al. 2009), whereas when γ = 1 distinct

beams tend to be observed (e.g., Gostiaux and Dauxois 2007; Lim et al. 2010) although

non-linear baroclinic responses are also possible (e.g., Baines 1982; Peacock et al. 2008;

Lim et al. 2010). Lim et al. (2010) used laboratory observations to demonstrate that linear

internal beams only form under weak forcing conditions on a critical (γ = 1) continental

slope. As the tidal forcing increases, internal boluses are also generated on the model

critical slope (Lim et al. 2010). Under very strong tidal forcing, Lim et al. (2010) observed

significant mixing and turbulence in the bottom boundary layer (BBL), accompanied by

a relatively weak internal response, suggesting that the turbulent properties in the BBL

are an important factor for the resultant baroclinic response. However, the mechanisms

controlling the balance between local mixing and energy loss versus the baroclinic energy

radiating from generation sites, requires further investigation.

Elucidation of these turbulent processes is essential for the development and imple-

mentation of numerical models in shelf regions with strong tidal forcing (e.g., Van Gastel

et al. 2009). Shoaling and breaking internal waves, as well as bottom-induced friction

from near-bed currents are major sources of turbulence near boundaries (Moum et al.

2002; Wüest and Lorke 2003; Thorpe 2005). Given the influence of near boundary dy-

namics on large-scale circulation, proper parameterization of turbulent mixing in these

regions is crucial for density-stratified environments such as lakes (e.g., Wüest and Lorke

2003), estuaries (e.g., Stacey et al. 1999; Scully et al. 2011) and the coastal ocean (e.g.,

Simpson et al. 1996; Nash and Moum 2001).

Typically, numerical models employ turbulence closure schemes based on the energy

cascade model where the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) kq is related to the dissipation
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rate ε via a representative length scale L that characterizes the energy containing motions:

L = Co
µk3/2

q /ε (3.1)

(Umlauf and Burchard 2003). The constant of proportionality Co
µ links Lq = k3/2

q /ε to the

overturning length scale L and depends on the choice of turbulent closure model (Umlauf

and Burchard 2003). Under stratified conditions, several closure models prescribe the

Ozmidov length scale LO as the maximum overturning length scale L (e.g., Galperin

et al. 1988) since it describes the largest overturns in stratified flows (Ozmidov 1965;

Dillon 1982). Close to boundaries, L is often defined as proportional to the distance

from the boundary, which assumes the flow properties follow the log law-of-the-wall

scaling (e.g., Durski et al. 2004). Environmental flows often display much more complex

flow dynamics than can be described using idealized laws; however, there are few field

observations of the interaction between shear and stratification on turbulence properties,

particularly in continental shelf regions.

We conducted the first field study of the stratified flow dynamics near the bottom

boundary on the continental slope of the Australian North West Shelf (NWS). This region

of the continental slope has been identified by previous numerical and field studies as a

location of internal wave generation (Holloway et al. 2001; Van Gastel et al. 2009; Van

Gastel 2010). Our selected site is near critical (γ ≈ 1), while the tidal excursion parameter

Uo/ωls� 1 and the topographic Froude number Fr =Uo/Nhs� 1. Within this parameter

space, very few observations on the turbulence dynamics exist, particularly within meters

of the seabed. In the next section, we will first describe our field site, followed by the

field measurements and analysis techniques. In section 3.4, we describe the background

forcing and mean observations, followed by a discussion of the observed baroclinic re-

sponses and associated overturning. Finally, in section 3.6, we describe the turbulent

properties near the seabed and compare our estimated characteristic turbulent length scale

L to those commonly used to describe stratified flows and non-stratified bottom boundary

layer flows.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Study site

The NWS internal wave climate is rich and diverse owing to strong gradients in tidal

forcing between its southern extent at North West Cape (22◦S, 114◦E) and the Kimber-
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Figure 3.1: Regional bathymetry (m) with the location of mooring site (?) and the site of Van Gas-
tel et al. (2009) field measurements (×). Solid black ellipses represent modeled M2 barotropic
ellipses from TPXNAust. The colored ellipses are the principal axes from measured velocities
at 1.7 (blue), 3.6 (green), and 14.1 (red) m ASB. The colored contours represent the baroclinic
energy conversion (W m−2) from the numerical model results of Van Gastel (2010).

ley region to the north (16◦S, 123◦E); differences in seasonal temperature stratification;

and the varying topography (Holloway et al. 2001; Van Gastel et al. 2009; Rayson et al.

2011). Internal waves are generated throughout the year, but they tend to propagate fur-

ther inshore during the summer months when the surface mixed layer is shallower and

the stratification is strongest (Van Gastel et al. 2009; Rayson et al. 2011). The M2 and

S2 semidiurnal lunar constituents dominate the barotropic forcing throughout the region

(Table 3.1).

At our mooring site, the maximum topographic gradient is 127◦ clockwise from north

(Figure 3.1). The major axis of the M2 barotropic tidal ellipses derived from the global

tidal model (Egbert and Erofeeva 2002) for the North-Australian region (TPXNAust)

Table 3.1: Tidal elevation amplitudes and phases at the mooring site. Modeled tidal amplitudes
derived from the global tidal model (Egbert and Erofeeva 2002) for the North-Australian region
(TPXNAust) (Ray et al. 2011) are presented. The observed tidal amplitudes were estimated
from tidal harmonic analysis on our measured pressures. All phases are in local time, 8 h ahead
of UTC.

Tidal Amplitude (cm) Phase (degrees)
constituent Observed TPXNAust Observed TPXNAust
M2 62.5 64.2 287.8 286.3
S2 37.8 36.4 355.7 333.5
K1 21.4 21.3 288.3 272.8
O1 12.1 13.7 271 261.6
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(Ray et al. 2011) is oriented 35◦ anti-clockwise from the maximum topographic gradient

(Figure 3.1). Inshore from our site, modeled barotropic ellipses rotate slightly and align

themselves with the topographic slope (Figure 3.1). Internal waves are frequently ob-

served inshore of our field site (Holloway et al. 2001; Van Gastel et al. 2009) although the

barotropic ellipses are not perfectly aligned cross-shore, which is optimal for generating

baroclinic motions as these force large excursions of stratified water up- and down-slope

(Baines 1982). Holloway et al. (2001) conducted a field investigation of internal waves

close to our site; the observations included a 140-km cross-slope transect of four moorings

and thirteen vertical profiling stations from 65 to 1300 m water depth. The observations

of Holloway et al. (2001) revealed large isotherm displacements and intensified currents

in the lower part of the water column about 4 km southwest from our mooring site. These

observations contrasted with those further inshore, where the through water-column ve-

locities and temperature measurements were approximately linear mode-1 internal waves.

In very shallow water (<100 m), the steepening of these waves generated internal soli-

tary waves. More recently, Van Gastel et al. (2009) observed internal solitary waves of

depression during summer in 120 m water inshore of our study site.

To establish the locations of these offshore generation sites, Van Gastel (2010) used

the hydrostatic Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) to produce spatial maps of

the baroclinic energy conversion on the southern NWS for summer conditions in 2004.

As the buoyancy period during their simulations was similar to our observations, these

maps were used to identify where linear internal wave generation was occurring during

our experiment. The baroclinic energy conversion was positive around our measurement

site indicating the generation of internal waves (Figure 3.1).

3.3.2 Field measurements

We deployed a mooring from 24 October to 13 November 2008 to measure temperature

and velocities over the bottom 30 m of the water column at the 400 m depth contour ap-

proximately 195 km from the coast (Figure 3.1). The near-bottom vertical density struc-

ture was measured with 28 thermistors (SBE39 Sea-Bird Electronics, Inc. 2007) spaced at

approximately 1 m intervals from 0.4 to 29.1 m above the seabed (ASB) (Table 3.2). Of

these thermistors, five sampled at 1 s, while the remainder sampled at 10 s (Table 3.2). The

published accuracy and resolution of the thermistors are 2×10−3 ◦C and 1×10−4 ◦C, re-

spectively (Sea-Bird Electronics, Inc. 2007). A conductivity-temperature sensor (SBE37,

Sea-bird Electronics Inc.) also sampled at 20 s at 16.0 m ASB to infer salinity over the
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Table 3.2: Details of the instruments and sampling programs on the 35 m long mooring located
on the seabed in 400 m of water (19◦10.621’S and 115◦44.713’E)

Instrument Height (m ASB) Sampling
(s)

Notes

Nortek acoustic-Doppler
velocimeters (ADV)

1.7, 3.6, 14.1, 28.1 1 9.6 days of data lost mostly
during spring tide at 28.1 m

Pressure from ADVs 3.7, 14.2, 29.3 1

Seabird Electronics
thermistors (SBE39)

0.4, 1.6, 2.6, 3.5, 4.5,
5.3, 6.1, 7.0, 7.9, 8.9,
9.9, 10.9, 11.9, 12.9, 14.0,
15.0, 17.0, 18.0, 19.0,
20.0, 21.0, 22.0, 24.0,
25.0, 26.0, 27.0, 28.0, and
29.0

1, 10 Instruments at 1.6, 3.5, 7.0,
14.0, and 28.0 m ASB sam-
pled at 1 s. The remaining
23 sensors sampled at 10 s.

Seabird Electronics
conductivity-temperature
(SBE37)

16 20

bottom 30 m with the observed the temperature-salinity (T-S) relationship.

We measured the 3 velocity components at 1 s with four acoustic-Doppler velocime-

ters (ADV, Nortek AS) located 1.7, 3.6, 14.1, and 28.1 m above the seabed (ASB). A

SBE39 thermistor was co-located with each ADV; sampling at the same rate within 5 cm

of the velocity measurement sampling volume. Three of the ADVs also measured pres-

sure at 1 s; their sensors were located at 3.7, 14.2, and 29.3 m ASB (Table 3.2). The

memory card of the ADV located at 28.1 m ASB was faulty, resulting in the loss of 9.6

days of data, predominantly during the spring tide. The published accuracy and resolu-

tion of the ADVs’ pressure sensors are 0.25% and 0.005% of the full range, respectively

(Nortek AS 2005). We performed tidal harmonic analysis on the pressure record at 14.2

m ASB (Table 3.1) due to its smaller pressure range of 600 m, compared with the other

ADVs. The estimated tidal amplitudes and phases were consistent with the results from

the TPXNAust tidal model (Table 3.1). The pressure records from 3.7 and 28.1 m ASB,

along with the recorded heading, pitch, and roll (1 s sampling interval) from all ADVs

were used to assess the mooring’s movement.

3.3.3 Data processing and analysis

During the deployment, mean currents peaked at 0.4 ms−1 and we observed very little

movement of the mooring. The maximum vertical displacement of the top-most thermis-
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tor was less than 10 cm. However, we did observe sudden changes in heading during the

passage of strong thermal fronts. These fronts were associated with a sudden reduction

in the measured ADV correlations for a few minutes, likely due to excessive shear in the

ADVs’ sampling volume (Voulgaris and Trowbridge 1998). A temporary increase in mea-

sured correlations from the ADVs occurred during periods of increased velocities (>0.20

ms−1), presumably from a temporary increase in sediment concentration. The measured

correlation generally decreased with distance from the seabed, likely reflecting the lower

concentration of acoustic scatterers. This, in turn, resulted in considerable data loss from

the uppermost ADVs located at 14.1 and 28.1 m ASB. Nevertheless, we obtained quality

velocity measurements, especially from the two ADVs closest to the seabed at 1.7 and 3.6

m ASB. We performed a principal component analysis on the 5-min time-averaged ADV

velocity data at 1.7, 3.6 and 14.1 m ASB to characterize the direction and magnitude of

currents on the continental slope (Figure 3.1).

For isotropic and high Reynolds number turbulence, turbulent kinetic energy dissipa-

tion ε can be estimated from the inertial subrange of velocity spectra:

E j j(k) = A jCε
2/3k−5/3 (3.2)

Here, C = 1.5 represents the empirical Kolmogorov universal constant, k is the wavenum-

ber for which we invoke Taylor’s hypothesis to convert from frequency to wavenumber

space, and the constant A j depends on the velocity component j used to calculate the

spectra (Pope 2000). Along the direction of mean advection A1 = 18/55 and in the trans-

verse directions A3 = A2 = 1.33A1. Taylor’s hypothesis is valid when ũ1
Ū1
� 1 (Lumley

1965), where ũ1 is the root-mean-square of the turbulent velocity fluctuations and Ū1 is

the mean advection velocity, for which the direction and magnitude was estimated over

the same time segments as the velocity spectra (see below). In stratified flows, the inertial

subrange method (IDM) can be used to estimate ε when the parameter I = LO/η >100

(Gargett et al. 1984), I is the ratio of the largest turbulent overturns i.e., the Ozmidov

length scale:

LO =
(

ε

N3

)1/2
(3.3)

to the smallest overturns η =
(

ν3

ε

)3/4
where viscous effects are important (ν is the vis-

cosity of water). We used the maximum likelihood estimator to fit the theoretical spectra

in equation 3.2 to the inertial subrange of our spectral observations estimated over 17

min time segments (1024 samples); comparable to the local buoyancy period of 15 min-
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utes (see below and Chapter 2). The wavenumber bounds of the inertial subrange were

identified using the limits 3/LO > k > 1/(10η). Strong advection velocities occasionally

limited our ability to resolve the entire spectral bandwidth of the inertial subrange un-

der strongly stratified conditions, i.e., when I → 100 (Chapter 2), while excessive shear

and non-stationary velocity records that coincided with the passage of the strong thermal

fronts often precluded the estimation of ε with the IDM.

We estimated the Ellison length scale LE from the 1 s temperature measurements of

each of the four sensors i:

LE =
θ̃i

∂ θ̄i/∂x3
(3.4)

(Ellison 1957). Here θ̃i represents the root-mean-square of the turbulent temperature fluc-

tuations estimated for each 17-min segment and ∂ θ̄i/∂x3 is the local vertical temperature

gradient over a vertical extent of ∼2 m, estimated by employing centered-differencing to

the∼1 m resolution vertical profile obtained from time averaging the temperature records

of all the 29 sensors over concurrent 17-min segments. Note that the overbar denotes

time-averaged quantities over 17 min segments unless otherwise stated.

We also estimated Thorpe length scales LT from our≈1 m spaced temperature sensors

by identifying unstable overturns in the instantaneous vertical density profiles. Vertical

density profiles were estimated from the temperature records and salinity was derived

from the linear T-S relationship (correlation coefficient of 0.99) at 16.0 m ASB. The den-

sity profiles were splined and then reordered into statically stable profiles to obtain the

Thorpe displacement d (Thorpe 1977). The displacement d of each density sample i is

the distance between the original and reordered position. The root-mean-square of di

represents the Thorpe length scale LT :

LT =

(
1
n

n

∑
i=1

d2
i

)1/2

(3.5)

(Dillon 1982). To identify the overturns, we considered temperature inversions greater

than the accuracy of the sensors (2×10−3 ◦C) and those larger than 2 m since both the

sensors’ accuracy and their vertical spacing can limit the resolvable size of the overturns

(Galbraith and Kelley 1996). Sensor accuracy was more limiting as the background ver-

tical gradients decreased (Galbraith and Kelley 1996), which occasionally limited our

ability to resolve overturns. We ignored overturns within larger overturns, joined those

that overlapped and verified that the ∑
n
i=1 di = 0 within each overturn.
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The Thorpe LT and the Ellison LE are independent length scales that have both been

used to characterize the size of the energy containing overturns L. We used the Thorpe

length scale LT as an indirect measure of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation ε .We make

this approximation with εLT = L2
T N3, which assumes LO = LT , by estimating N from

the statically stable profile within each overturn. We use the Ellison length scale LE

(Section 3.6) to establish whether shear or stratification governs L over our short 30-m

vertical sampling domain since these estimates are concurrent in space and in time with

our IDM estimates of ε , and hence estimates of LO.

3.4 Background stratification and barotropic tidal forcing

The full-depth density profiles obtained during the mooring deployment and retrieval were

very similar and showed that the water column was nearly linearly stratified, although

stratification weakened near the bottom, especially below 250 m (Figure 3.2). The strat-

ification was governed by temperature, which varied linearly from 10 to 28 ◦C over the

full 400 m depth, while salinity varied very little with depth. The percentage contribution

of salinity to the near-seabed density gradient was 15% and 9% during the deployment

and recovery, respectively. The depth-averaged buoyancy frequency from these through-

water column profiles was about < N >400m= 1.2×10−2 rad s−1. Note that < >z denotes

a depth-averaged quantity over a height z above the seabed, i.e.,1
z

z∫
0

dz. Over the bottom

30 m, the background buoyancy frequency < N >30m= 7× 10−3 rad s−1 (buoyancy pe-

riod of about 15 min) was estimated from the deployment’s time-averaged density profile

obtained from the 29 temperature readings and the measured salinity at 16.0 m ASB (Fig-

ure 3.2).

Spectra of the observed horizontal velocities (not shown) and temperature displace-

ment ξ = θ

<
∂ θ̄d
∂x3

>30m

frequency spectra (Figure 3.3) revealed significant peaks above the

95% confidence level at the semidiurnal and diurnal frequencies. Here, θ̄d represents

temperatures time-averaged over the duration of the 21-d deployment. In the temperature

displacement spectra in Figure 3.3, there was evidence of a secondary peak at the Coriolis

frequency f (4.76×10−5 rad s−1) but the total length of the record was too short to com-

pletely separate f from the diurnal frequency at this latitude. Despite the close proximity

to the boundary, for reference we have included the Garrett-Munk empirical frequency

spectra in Figure 3.3 (Munk 1981). Energy levels were higher than the Garrett-Munk

empirical spectra between frequencies 2×10−4 rad s−1 and < N >30m, especially above
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Figure 3.2: (a) Cross-slope topography with mooring location and the vertical density profiles
over 400-m during deployment and retrieval of the mooring. The dashed line is the estimated
internal wave characteristic slope α for these depth-averaged density profiles at the M2 tidal
frequency. (b) Time-averaged temperature profile over the bottom 30 m with the location of
temperature sensors (4), conductivity-temperature sensor (•) and ADVs (�).

20 m ASB (Figure 3.3). Overall, the temperature records contain energy contributions

at tidal frequencies, particularly around the semidiurnal frequency, in addition to large

contributions at higher frequencies that are likely associated with baroclinic motions.

To illustrate the variability in mean and turbulent properties over the dominant semid-

iurnal tidal cycle (Figure 3.4), we separated the 21-d datasets into 37 subsets delineated

by zero crossings of each flood of the barotropic tidal velocity predicted by TPXNAust

using the M2, S2, O1, K1, and M4 constituents (Figure 3.5a). The predicted barotropic

forcing over the deployment showed a strong modulation over the 14-d spring neap cy-

cle. Both the tidal elevations and barotropic velocities increased by over a factor of five,

with the barotropic velocity reaching almost 0.15 ms−1 (Figure 3.5a). The duration of the

37 subsets averaged 12.46 h with a standard deviation of 0.52 h, reflecting the dominant

semidiurnal tidal signal. To obtain the semidiurnal composites shown in Figure 3.4, each

of the 37 subsets was converted into a 360◦ tidal period and then ensemble-averaged. The
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Figure 3.3: Temperature displacement ξ spectra over the 3-week deployment at selected heights.
For reference, the Garett-Munk empirical spectrum is shown (solid black line).

composites for the depth-averaged buoyancy frequency in Figure 3.4b were estimated

from the 17-min time-averaged < N >30m vertical profiles.

The phase-averaged predicted TPXNAust tidal elevations and barotropic velocities

shown in Figure 3.4d indicate that velocities reached 0.10 ms−1 and lagged the tidal ele-

vation by 108◦. The measured tidal elevations at our site agreed well with those predicted

by TPXNAust (Figure 3.4d); modeled values lagged those measured by about 4◦ and their

amplitude was on-average 4 cm smaller. The phase-averaged semidiurnal temperature

varied by about 1◦C over the bottom 30-m and ranged from 10.25-11.5◦C (Figure 3.4a).

Water temperature generally increased after the reversal of the barotropic tide from flood

to ebb and then decreased more rapidly as the maximum barotropic flood velocities were

approached (Figure 3.4a). The decreased temperatures during the flood phase are con-

sistent with an up-slope barotropic flow. After maximum barotropic flood velocity, the

depth-averaged buoyancy frequency decreased more rapidly than the temperature, reach-

ing a minimum as the tide reversed from flood to ebb (Figure 3.4b). This weakening in

stratification during the flood phase coincided with more frequent unstable temperature

profiles (Figure 3.4c). Despite this evidence of overturning, rarely was the bottom 30 m
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Figure 3.4: Composites of the semidiurnal tidal cycle obtained by ensemble averaging all of the
37 tidal cycles during the deployment. Measured (a) temperature; (b) buoyancy frequency
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instantaneous vertical temperature profiles; (d) modeled TPXNAust barotropic velocity and
tidal elevation (both modeled and measured) on separate y-axes; (e-g) 1 min time-averaged
horizontal velocities at 14.1, 3.6, and 1.7 m ASB, respectively.

of the water column uniform in temperature. Each tidal cycle started with “new" water

being advected through our site and large temperature gradients existed even within a few

meters off the seabed (Figure 3.6c).

Principal component analysis on the measured velocities revealed a major axis mag-

nitude of around 0.10 ms−1, similar to the M2 semidiurnal barotropic velocity major axis

predicted by TPXNAust (Figure 3.1). However, the major axis was close to cross-isobath,

especially at 1.7 and 3.6 m ASB, despite the east-west inclination of the M2 modeled

TPXNAust barotropic tidal ellipse (Figure 3.1). Higher in the water column more fre-
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Table 3.3: Results of principal component analysis on 5-min time-averaged velocity measure-
ments.

Height Major axis Minor axis Inclination
m ASB cm/s cm/s degrees from easta

All Spring Neap All Spring Neap All Spring Neap
1.7 9.2 9.4 9.2 5.4 5.1 5.1 130 116 141
3.6 11.4 11.3 11.9 6.3 5.7 6 145 161 134
14.1 10.6 11.8 10.2 9.1 6.5 9.1 128 113 181
28.1b 8.2 - 8.5 7.35 - 7.6 130 - 115

a The maximum topographic gradient oriented 143◦ from east.
b For completeness, we provide the results at 28.1 m ASB although the faulty memory card
resulted in the loss of 9.6 days of data, mostly during spring tides.

quent periods of along-isobath flow were observed (Figure 3.1). Similar trends were

also reproduced in the semidiurnal phase-averaged measured velocities (Figure 3.4e-g).

During the flood phase of the tide, the measurements at 14.1 m ASB were weaker than

measurements below; most likely the result of the more frequent periods of along-isobath

flow at 14.1 m ASB. At 1.7 and 3.6 m ASB, the semidiurnal phase-averaged velocities

(Figure 3.4f-g) show the same tendency for water to flow up- and down-slope as the el-

lipses obtained from principal component analysis (Figure 3.1). More interesting though

was the persistence of down-slope flow at these measurement heights following the turn

of the barotropic tide from ebb to flood (25-50◦ tidal phase, Figure 3.4f-g). As we show in

the next section, these features in the velocity records were likely caused by the passage

of thermal fronts. The arrival time of these fronts at our measurement site varied amongst

tidal cycles, explaining why the associated isotherm displacements were not readily ap-

parent in the semidiurnal phase-averaged temperature records in Figure 3.4a. During the

deployment, velocity magnitude peaked at 0.42 ms−1 at 14.1 m ASB and exceeded 0.30

ms−1 closer to the seabed. Strong currents (>0.30 ms−1) were measured during both

spring and neap tides. Despite the strong spring-neap modulation (Figure 3.5a), the re-

sults from principal component analysis on our measured velocities during spring tides

were not significantly different from those computed from the entire record (Table 3.3).

Total velocities near the seabed were about 5-6 times larger than barotropic velocities and

were accompanied by strong velocity shear, indicating a strong baroclinic component.

3.5 Thermal fronts

Throughout the deployment, we observed the passage of thermal fronts associated with

the rapid advection of cold water up-slope that were accompanied by large displacements
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of the isotherms. Preceding the large isotherm displacements, the measured currents dis-

played strong vertical shear in the horizontal velocities, especially between 3.6 and 14.1

m ASB, and current intensification was observed close to the seabed at 1.7 and 3.6 m

ASB (e.g., Figure 3.6e-g). Strong down-slope velocities away from the bed accompanied

up-slope currents near the seabed. After the passage of these fronts, all velocities were

oriented up-slope. Hence, in response to the steady barotropic tidal forcing, the observa-

tions show a varied, unsteady, and strong baroclinic response near the boundary.

To highlight the high-frequency temperature baroclinic response to this tidal forcing,

Figure 3.5 shows the time-frequency analysis on the temperature measurements at 8.9

m ASB. We used a Morlet basis function to compute the continuous wavelet transform

following the method described in Torrence and Compo (1998). Significant peaks (90%

confidence levels) occurred intermittently around both the buoyancy period of 15 min and

at lower harmonics, around 30, 60, 90 and 120 min (Figure 3.5b). Peaks at the buoyancy

period and at 30 min varied in magnitude throughout the record, but were not observed
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Figure 3.5: (a) Temperature measured at 8.9 m ASB and modeled barotropic velocity in the di-
rection of the M2 major axis predicted by TPXNAust during the deployment. (b) Temperature
variance (◦C2) from the records at 8.9 m ASB obtained via a continuous wavelet transform; the
results have been normalized by the temperature variance obtained over the entire deployment.
The black contour lines indicate the 90% confidence level based on a red noise spectrum. The
24 h period delimited by the two vertical dashed-dotted lines is shown in Figure 3.6 and that
delimited by the two vertical dashed lines is shown in Figure 3.8.
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during every tidal cycle (Figure 3.5b). These high-energy peaks were often associated

with the passage of thermal fronts during the flood phase of both spring and neap tides,

and lagged the broader peaks at lower frequencies (e.g., Julian days 299.9 and 300.9

Figure 3.5b). However, high-frequency excitation (≈ 30 min period) was also observed

during the ebb phase of neap tides. In fact, the second largest depth-averaged temperature

variance around the buoyancy frequency occurred during ebb tide at the onset of the neap

cycle at 310.3 Julian days (not shown). This period coincided with the advection of the

coldest water observed during the deployment (9.58◦C) and was likely the result of meso-

scale activity. Nevertheless, throughout most of the spring-neap tidal cycle (> 60% of

the 37 cycles), high-frequency temperature responses were associated with the passage

of front-like features consistent with the description of internal bores or possibly boluses

(Venayagamoorthy and Fringer 2007). From here on, we will refer to these features as

internal bores.

We illustrate these baroclinic features with two examples from the neap tide period;

one with a very strong baroclinic response and the other much weaker. We note that

internal bores were also observed during the flood phase of spring tides. Our first ex-

ample in Figure 3.6 covers two tidal cycles and shows successive and strong internal

bores that caused isotherms to jump by as much as 20 m, accompanied by strong and

highly depth-dependent velocity fields. During this period, we observed the highest tem-

perature variance around the background buoyancy period of the deployment (299.88 d,

Figure 3.5b), as well as the strongest horizontal velocities of the deployment at 1.7 and

3.6 m ASB (299.47 and 299.35 d, respectively). After the barotropic tide turned to a flood

tide at 299.25 d (Figure 3.6a), the near-bed velocities (instruments at 1.7 and 3.6 m ASB)

were down-slope and strong, with peak values of 0.36 ms−1 at 3.6 m ASB (Figure 3.6f-g).

Further from the seabed at 14.1 m ASB, the velocities were up-slope, oriented almost op-

posite the bottom velocities, with a magnitude of ∼0.20 ms−1. Unstable overturns were

present above 15 m ASB in conjunction with the lowering of the 10 ◦C isotherm (Fig-

ure 3.6c). At 299.45 d, ∼5 h after tide reversal, a bore moved up-slope bringing cold

deeper water with a temperature below 10.5 ◦C to the site with the isotherms jumping

almost 20 m in just 15 min. Following the leading face of this bore, the currents reversed

with near-bed velocities up-slope (peak values of 0.30 ms−1), while away from the bed

currents shifted in direction to almost due east. During the passage of the bore (∼299.46

d) high energy levels around background buoyancy period characterized the entire 30 m

above the seabed, subsiding 50 min later (Figure 3.6b). During this time, vertical temper-
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Figure 3.6: The passage of two tidal bores over two tidal cycles at the end of neap tides. (a) Mea-
sured tidal elevation and modeled barotropic velocities from TPXNAust. (b) Depth-contour
of temperature variance around < N >30m (period of 5-30 min) obtained from averaging the
wavelet analysis results for each thermistor over that period (Torrence and Compo 1998); solid
black lines delineate peaks exceeding 90% confidence levels. (c) Isotherms in 0.25 ◦C incre-
ments from 10.5 to 12.5 ◦C (black) and location of unstable overturns with the magnitude of
LT (color). (d) Turbulent dissipation εLT approximated from Thorpe scale analysis. (e-g) 1
min time-averaged horizontal velocities at 14.1, 3.6, and 1.7 m ASB, respectively. Their mea-
surement heights are denoted in panels b and c by a violet J. Note that the up-slope velocity
direction is in the positive y direction as per the convention in Figure 3.1. The violet H in (a)
delineates the 2-h section of (c-g) shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Two hour record when the second bore in Figure 3.6 occurred. (a) Isotherms in 0.25 ◦C
increments from 10.5 to 12.5 ◦C (color) and location of unstable overturns with the magnitude
of LT (gray). (b) Turbulent dissipation εLT approximated from Thorpe scale analysis. (c-e)
1 min time-averaged horizontal velocities at 14.1, 3.6, and 1.7 m ASB, respectively. Their
measurement heights are denoted in panel a by a violet J. Note that the up-slope velocity
direction is in the positive y direction as per the convention in Figure 3.1.

ature profiles exhibited unstable overturns of several meters, yielding Thorpe scales LT in

excess of 10 m (Figure 3.6c) and εLT ≈ 10−9−10−6 W kg−1 (Figure 3.6d). Finally, after

reversal of the barotropic tide to ebb (∼ 299.6 d), near-bottom velocities were reduced

to near zero, and then subsequently oriented themselves down-slope again as the process

started to repeat over the next tidal cycle.

During this next tidal cycle, we observed similar features. Vertical shear in the hor-

izontal velocity manifested itself during the ebb flow (after 299.65 d) with the velocities

from the lower two ADVs almost opposing the velocity measurements at 14.1 m ASB

(Figure 3.6e-g). However, the increase in energy around background buoyancy period

in the temperature records occurred nearer to the reversal of the tide to flood than in the

previous event (Figure 3.6b). Compared to this previous event, velocities after the second
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bore’s passage were also weaker (i.e., < 0.30 ms−1), while the velocity off the slope at

14.1 m ASB took longer (∼ 100 min) to orient up-slope with the two bottom-most ADVs

(299.8 d, Figure 3.6e-g). Hence, the measured velocities in the second bore appeared to

retain a stronger baroclinic signature than the previous bore, consistent with the larger

temperature gradient observed before and during the large isotherm displacements. The

unstable overturns were also associated with lower LT than during the passage of the pre-

vious bore but εLT ≈ 10−9− 10−6 W kg−1 was of similar magnitude (Figure 3.6d). For

both bores, high εLT ≈ 10−6 W kg−1 was associated with the sudden isotherm displace-

ments caused with by the bores’ passage (299.49 and 299.91 d, Figure 3.6d). However,

the fine-scale structure of the second bore shown in Figure 3.7 highlights the enhanced εLT

modulated by the high-frequency (around the background buoyancy frequency) isotherm

displacements due to the passage of the bore around julian days 299.88 and 299.89.

The second neap tide example in Figure 3.8 shows that the baroclinic response as-

sociated with the bores appeared weaker than for those observed in the Figure 3.6 neap

example. Measured velocities were more coherent between the different instruments and

consistently up-slope following the passage of the bores during the barotropic flood tide;

this was particularly true of the second bore of this neap example (Figure 3.8c, Julian

days 312.85). The second bore did not have as much of a shock-like response in the

temperature records, although the isotherms still jumped by 15 to 20 m. The estimated

εLT ≈ 10−7 W kg−1 for this bore was also an order of magnitude lower than the first

bore of this example (312.28 d, Figure 3.8d). High energy levels in temperature were also

sustained between the buoyancy and 30-min period (Figure 3.8b). Velocity shear was par-

ticularly strong during ebb tides following the passage of the bores (Figure 3.8e-g, Julian

days 312.55). Despite this period having the weakest barotropic velocities (∼5 cm s−1),

measured total velocities were still as much as 6 times larger than barotropic velocities.

Finally, following Lim et al. (2010) we estimated the parameter Fro = ∆hN/Uo for

our observations on a critical slope γ ≈ 1. For the estimate of Fro, we used Uo = 5 cm

s−1 as the weakest barotropic velocity observed at our site; N = 1.2× 10−2 rad s−1 the

depth averaged buoyancy frequency observed over the entire 400-m water column; and

∆h ≈ 20 m, the isotherm displacement typical of the observed bores (e.g., Figure 3.6c

and 3.8c). This results in Fro ≈ 5 at a near critical slope γ ≈ 1, placing our site in the

parameter space where Lim et al. (2010) suggest that both internal bores and linear beams

are generated.
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Figure 3.8: Same as in Figure 3.6 but for two neap tidal cycles during the period of weakest
measured tidal elevation range and weakest modeled barotropic velocities from the TPXNAust
tidal model.

3.6 Turbulence observations

Throughout the 21-d deployment, we frequently observed unstable overturns near the

seabed. On-average over a semidiurnal tidal cycle, the number of these overturns in-

creased during the flood phase of the predicted barotropic velocities before decreasing

after the turn of the tide (Figure 3.4). Phase-averaged εLT showed similar patterns (not

shown) with high values (εLT & 10−7 W kg−1) during the flood phase of the predicted
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barotropic velocities, particularly when the near bottom measured velocities changed di-

rection from down- to up-slope (Figure 3.4f-g); this increased dissipation is similar to the

results of Gayen and Sarkar (2011) idealized large eddy simulations and the Aucan et al.

(2006) field observations. The change in the phase-averaged velocity direction near the

seabed following the turn of the barotropic tide from ebb to flood likely resulted from the

passage of internal bores. Compared to measured velocities, it was difficult to discern an

increase in the semidiurnal phase-averaged εLT resulting from the passage of the internal

bores because their arrival time varied amongst tidal cycles and enhanced εLT was not

solely associated with the sudden isotherm displacements caused by these bores. Large

overturns and εLT also occurred frequently off the seabed prior to the passage of the in-

ternal bores when the isotherms were drawn-down (e.g., 299.1 d, Figure 3.6) as well as

near the seabed after the passage of the cold water associated with them (e.g., 299.5 d

Figure 3.6). Overall, throughout the 21-d record we obtained εLT ≈ 10−9−10−6 W kg−1,

which was enhanced by the passage of the internal bores.

To obtain a spatial representation of the turbulence properties near the boundary, we

used the ε estimates obtained with the IDM. These dissipation ε estimates ranged from

5×10−8 to 1×10−6 W kg−1 and coincided with more quiescent periods of the record than

the estimates obtained from Thorpe scale analysis during the passage of the internal bores.

The lower and upper ranges of these IDM ε estimates were limited by the stratification

and the experimental setup, respectively. The lower bound was dictated by the influence

of anisotropy on the inertial subrange of the velocity spectra; in particular the inertial

subrange cannot be resolved when I < 100 (Gargett et al. 1984), which translates to

3× 10−8 W kg−1 with our observed background < N >30m= 7× 10−3 rad s−1. Note

that occasionally the instantaneous buoyancy frequency was weaker than the background

value (Figure 3.9b) allowing lower ε to be resolved with the IDM (Figure 3.9a). The

upper bound for the ε estimates was due to our inability to measure velocities during

the arrival of the fronts due to excessive shear in the ADVs sampling volume (Voulgaris

and Trowbridge 1998), as shown by the missing velocity vectors in Figure 3.7c-e when

the isotherms were suddenly displaced. Due to the quality of the velocity measurements

and the theoretical limitations of the IDM, the number of ε estimates obtained from the

ADV measurements varied with depth. Closer to the seabed, velocity measurements were

of higher quality and the turbulence levels were generally higher, resulting in a larger

number of ε estimates near the seabed (Figure 3.9a). The turbulence activity parameter
ε

νN2 ranged from 600 to 104, which implies that all our measurements are in the energetic
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Figure 3.9: (a) Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation ε estimated from the IDM as a function of
N̄ estimated over a vertical extent of ∼2 m from the time-averaged density profiles over con-
current 17-min segments. The contour lines represent log10(I) using ν = 1.36×10−6 m2s−1.
(b) Histogram of N̄ for all 17-min segments over the entire deployment, whether or not an
estimate for ε was obtained with the IDM. Note that when I < 100, the wavenumber extent of
the inertial subrange becomes too narrow to reliably estimate ε .

regime defined by Shih et al. (2005); Barry et al. (2001).

3.6.1 Stratified shear turbulence

A number of length scales can be used to establish whether shear or stratification governs

turbulent overturns L and to describe turbulence in stratified shear flows. The observed

scale of the energy containing motions L can be characterized by the Ellison LE and the

Thorpe scales LT (see Section 3.3.3). Either of these length scales can be combined with

LO to define the turbulent Froude and Reynolds numbers (e.g., Ivey and Imberger 1991),

and when using LE these are:

FrT =
(

LO

LE

)2/3

(3.6)

and:

ReT =
(

LE

η

)4/3

(3.7)
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We have chosen LE as it was estimated from temperature timeseries records co-located

with the velocity measurements used to estimate ε . LO was calculated from equation 3.3

by defining N as the local buoyancy frequency N̄ estimated over a vertical extent of∼2 m

from the ∼1 m resolution time-averaged vertical profile for 17-min segments concurrent

with the ε estimates (Figure 3.9b). Finally, we used the same definition for N to estimate

the parameter:

I =
(

ε

νN2

)3/4
(3.8)

which is also the ratio LO/η introduced in Section 3.3.3. This parameter is related to the

turbulent Froude and Reynolds numbers:

I4/3 = ReT Fr2
T (3.9)

and it follows that only two of these three dimensionless parameters are necessary to

characterize turbulence in stratified flows (Ivey et al. 2008).

Our estimated Ozmidov length scales LO were typically less than 2 m, with median

values decreasing from 0.90 to 0.45 m with increasing distance from the seabed (Fig-

ure 3.10a). The Ellison length scale LE was typically less than 4 m (Figure 3.10b), with

less variation with distance from the seabed than LO, although LE did also tend to de-

crease with distance from the seabed (Figure 3.10b). Their ratio, as described by the

turbulent Froude number in equation 3.6, was not constant and ranged from 0.2 to 2 (Fig-

ure 3.11b). These results imply that at times, stratification strongly affects turbulence

(FrT . 1), while at other times the influence of stratification on turbulence properties is

very weak (FrT > 1). Note that via scaling arguments FrT∼Ri−1/2 (Stacey et al. 1999;

Shih et al. 2005), where the gradient Richardson number Ri = N2/S2 represents the im-

portance of mean velocity shear S to mean stratification N. In general, larger FrT (i.e., low

Ri) were obtained close to the seabed (Figure 3.11a) most likely due to stronger shear S

as the boundary is approached, although a large number of estimates (66%) at 1.7 m ASB

still yielded FrT < 1. Low FrT (i.e., large Ri) were observed even more frequently further

off the seabed, indicating that shear was weaker and that buoyancy often restricted the

overturning length scales (Figure 3.11b). We emphasize that LE can be contaminated by

the presence of internal waves (Itsweire et al. 1993), which would lead to over- (under-)

predicting LE (FrT ) and hence, an under-prediction of the influence of shear on turbulence

properties. The values of ReT were in the range 103−105 and tended to be larger further

off the seabed; but the median ReT was in excess of 5000 at all measurement heights
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Figure 3.10: Histograms of estimated (a) LO and (b) LE at the four ADV measurement heights.
Note the different y-axes in (a) and (b) as an estimate for LO was only obtained when ε could
be estimated.

(Figure 3.11a).

3.6.2 Representative turbulent length scale

As mentioned above, close to the seabed the induced shear resulted in FrT > 1 (Fig-

ure 3.11). For unstratified flow close to a boundary, the log law-of-the-wall scaling is a

common choice for the master length scale:

LZ = κz (3.10)

Here, κ is the Von Karman constant and z the height above the seabed. Log law-of-the-

wall scaling is appropriate when: 1) buoyancy effects are negligible, 2) the mean velocity

profile is logarithmic, and 3) there is a local balance between the shear production of

turbulent kinetic energy P and its dissipation ε . Only for our closest measurements to the

seabed at 1.7 m ASB did on average LE ≈ LZ; the results at this height spanned over two

decades (Figure 3.12). Further off the seabed the overturning length scale LE was usually
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Figure 3.11: (a)FrT−ReT regime diagram characterizing stratified turbulence, where the diagonal
lines represent constant I. Note, the IDM cannot resolve ε when I < 100. (b) Histogram of FrT
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smaller than LZ (Figure 3.12).

We illustrate the competing effects of stratification and shear on the observed tur-

bulent overturns LE in Figure 3.13, which has been separated into four quadrants. The

first two quadrants (I and II) with FrT >1 include observations that were dominated by

shear. Quadrant I with LO/LZ > 1 encompasses data where the log law-of-the-wall scal-

ing would be appropriate to describe turbulent overturns (Figure 3.13). This quadrant

included about 17% of our estimates, which were almost exclusively from 1.7 m ASB. A

small number of these estimates (4%) are below the dashed line (i.e., LE < LZ), implying

that these turbulent overturns may start to rotate freely without “feeling" the bottom de-

spite being dominated by shear. This is particularly true in quadrant II (LE < LO < LZ),

which included mostly observations from 3.6 m ASB (Figure 3.13). In this quadrant,

the log law-of-the-wall scaling does not provide an appropriate estimate for the turbulent

length scale despite shear dominating the overturns’ size (FrT >1). Hence, in quadrant

II, the shear length scale LS =
(

ε

S3

)1/2
may better predict the size of the overturns as
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demonstrated in a stratified shear flow via DNS (Itsweire et al. 1993) and in unstratified

near boundary flow in both the laboratory (Saddoughi and Veeravalli 1994) and in the

field (Chapter 2). Unfortunately, this cannot be verified directly for our stratified shear

flow as the velocity vertical resolution is insufficient to estimate the mean shear S. Hence,

the applicability of LS for these flows under field conditions remains to be demonstrated.

The remaining two quadrants (III and IV) in Figure 3.13 contain measurements that

were influenced by stratification (i.e., FrT < 1). The observations in quadrant III are

exclusively from 1.7 m ASB, in fact most of the observations taken at this height (53%)

were in this quadrant (Figure 3.13). The observed overturn size LE were still smaller than

the distance from the boundary, although LE > LZ . Essentially, quadrant III represents

turbulent overturns sufficiently close to the boundary to sense its presence, which are

also influenced by buoyancy (see Perlin et al. 2005). The influence of the boundary on

the observed overturns weakens in quadrant IV, particularly when LE < LZ (i.e., below the

dashed line in Figure 3.13), while the overturns with LE > LZ may still sense the boundary.

Unsurprisingly, this sub-region of quadrant IV includes mostly observations from 1.7 and

3.6 m ASB (Figure 3.13). Measurements further off the seabed were mostly all in the

sub-region where LE < LZ and hence can rotate freely. Still, a considerable number of

overturns from 3.6 m ASB (> 50%) were also in this sub-region, implying that most of

the time buoyancy governed the overturns at this height (Figure 3.13). Overall, for our

stratified shear flow, the log law-of-the-wall poorly described our measured overturning

length scales even for a large number of estimates at 1.7 m ASB.
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3.6.3 Turbulent eddy diffusivities

We used two different models to estimate turbulent diffusivities Kρ at our site. A common

approach is to employ the model of Osborn (1980):

Kρ = Γ
ε

N2 (3.11)

where the mixing efficiency Γ = R f /(1−R f ) requires knowledge of the flux gradient

Richardson number R f . With the traditional Γ = 0.2 assumption of Osborn (1980) and

our ε estimates from the IDM, estimated Kρ varied from 7× 10−5 to 4× 10−3 m2s−1.

However, other models developed for stratified flows predict a decrease in mixing effi-

ciency under energetic conditions (high I) with increasing I, which would result in lower

Kρ estimates. Examples of such models are those of Shih et al. (2005) and Barry et al.

(2001) derived from DNS and laboratory experiments, respectively. Neither of these mod-

els have been validated with oceanic field data although the model of Barry et al. (2001):

Kρ = 24ν
2/3

κ
1/3
θ

I1/4 (3.12)
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was validated for I ≈ 70−3500 encompassing the range observed at our site (Figure 3.9).

Here, κθ is the molecular diffusivity of heat for water. With the Barry et al. (2001)

model, estimated Kρ ranged from 4× 10−5 to 1× 10−4 m2s−1 and were as much as an

order of magnitude smaller than those predicted with the model of Osborn (1980) with

Γ = 0.2. Nevertheless, both models yielded Kρ above the canonical value for the ocean

interior of∼ 10−5 m2s−1 (Gregg 1989) and within the range observed near the boundaries

of topographic features at other energetic oceanic sites (e.g., French Frigate Shoals and

Kauai Channel Klymak et al. 2006).

Using the estimated Kρ from equation 3.12, we estimated the BBL thickness for the

oscillating tidal flow as δ ≈
√

Kρ/ω using the M2 constituent as our dominant tidal

frequency ω . The resulting BBL thickness was δ ≈ 1 m, comparable to our observed

near-bed overturning scales LE close to the seabed (Figure 3.10b). This provides further

evidence that log law-of-the-wall scaling was only appropriate for z. 1 m ASB.

3.7 Summary and conclusions

We presented near-seabed observations in 400-m of water on the continental slope. The

mean flow observations over the 21-d deployment demonstrated the complex nature of the

dynamics for our stratified near-boundary flow. The interaction of the barotropic forcing

with the local topography resulted in baroclinic motions with characteristics similar to

internal bores during the flood phase of both spring and neap tides. The passage of these

internal bores coincided with large turbulent overturning and dissipation accompanied

by intensified currents (>6 times the maximum barotropic forcing) within meters of the

seabed. Previous field observations and numerical modeling has identified the generation

of linear internal beams in the vicinity of our site (Holloway et al. 2001; Van Gastel et al.

2009), while our observations suggests that internal bores are also generated in this region.

The generation of both linear beams and internal bores at our site agrees with the internal

wave generation laboratory experiments of Lim et al. (2010).

Similar to other stratified environmental flows (e.g., estuary and lakes), the forcing

at our site was unsteady, the intensity of mixing varied both in time and in space, and

our observed turbulent properties were highly dependent on the interaction between the

stratification and flow-induced shear. Turbulent overturns were limited by the presence

of the boundary only at z ≤ 3.6 m ASB, while the log law-of-the-wall scaling described

the overturning length scale occasionally for our closest measurements to the seabed at

1.7 m ASB (e.g., quadrant I, Figure 3.13). At this height, often both stratification and
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the presence of the bottom boundary governed the observed overturns represented by the

Ellison length scale LE (see quadrant III, Figure 3.13). Overall, more general descriptors

for the size of the energy containing turbulence overturns L is necessary for complex

stratified shear flows near boundaries such as ours. This is particularly important if we

want to accurately model turbulent mixing in general ocean models given that a large

number of turbulence closure models (two-point closure schemes) rely on the premise

that the overturning length scale L can be related to Lq = k3/2
q /ε by a proportionality

constant (see equation 3.1).
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CHAPTER 4

Turbulent mixing efficiency at an energetic ocean site 1

4.1 Abstract

The unsteady and inhomogeneous forcing of stratified oceanic and coastal waters leads to

highly variable turbulent temperature and velocity fields, both in space and time, compli-

cating the characterization of mixing from field measurements of turbulent flows. Mixing

rates are often inferred indirectly from measurements of turbulent kinetic energy dissipa-

tion ε via Osborn’s model Kρ= R f
1−R f

ε

N2 (N is the background stratification) by assuming

a constant R f = 0.17, despite continued debate on its relevance for ocean applications.

From co-located velocity and temperature time-series measurements, we infer mixing

efficiency within meters of the continental slope by comparing Kρ from three different

models with the turbulent diffusivity for heat KT . Kρ was obtained by estimating ε from

the inertial subrange of velocity spectra. KT was obtained using the thermal variance

dissipation rate estimated from the inertial-convective subrange of temperature gradient

spectra. Osborn’s model for Kρ typically employs a fixed mixing efficiency, while the

other two models reduce the mixing efficiency as the ratio of the Ozmidov length scale

LO to the Kolmogorov length scale η , i.e., I=LO/η increases. Using Osborn’s model

with R f = 0.17 over-predicted mixing rates by more than an order of magnitude. This

was particularly true under energetic flow conditions, when mixing rates were higher and

the mixing efficiency was lower. A model derived primarily from laboratory experiments

over a wide I range, agreed well with our observed KT and R f despite being developed

with observations at much lower Reynolds numbers.

4.2 Introduction

Ocean mixing is temporally and spatially variable. The mechanical forcing (e.g., tides

and winds) is highly unsteady and enhanced turbulent kinetic energy dissipation ε typ-

ically occurs in “hot-spots”, which include both the surface and bottom boundary layer

regions and regions with large topographical gradients such as topographical ridges and

continental slopes (Munk and Wunsch 1998; Wunsch and Ferrari 2004). In the stratified

1Bluteau, C.E., Jones, N.L, and Ivey, G.N. Turbulent mixing efficiency at an energetic ocean site. A
revised manuscript to be resubmitted to Geophysical Research Letters.
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ocean, Osborn’s model (1980, hereafter O80) is often used to infer turbulent mixing rates:

Kρ = Γ
ε

N2 (4.1)

This model assumes a local balance between shear production, dissipation of turbulent

kinetic energy ε and buoyancy flux. In equation 4.1, N is the background stratification

and Γ = R f
1−R f

is the mixing coefficient based on the flux Richardson number R f ; we will

refer to R f as the mixing efficiency. It is often assumed that R f =0.17 (hence Γ = 0.2) and

we use KρO to denote Kρ estimated from equation 4.1 with R f =0.17.

Despite widespread use of R f =0.17, there is continued debate on its relevance to

ocean applications (e.g., Wunsch and Ferrari 2004; Ivey et al. 2008). By means of direct

numerical simulations (DNS), Shih et al. (2005, hereafter S05) argue that using R f =0.17

is only appropriate when the length scale ratio I = LO/η ranges from 4 to 30 (7 < ε

νN2 <

100). The Ozmidov length scale LO =
√

ε/N3 represents the largest turbulent overturns in

a stratified fluid and the Kolmogorov length scale η =
(
ν3/ε

)1/4 represents the smallest

overturns in a turbulent flow, where ν is the viscosity of water. However, for I > 30

( ε

νN2 > 100), S05 show that mixing becomes progressively less efficient with increasing

I, yielding their relationship for turbulent mixing rate KρS :

KρS = 2ν

(
ε

νN2

)1/2
= 2νI2/3 (4.2)

They derived equation 4.2 for data with I < 100 and turbulent Reynolds number ReT ≈ 5−
100, which we estimated from their data. Compiling published laboratory data (Stillinger

et al. 1983; Rohr 1985; Itsweire et al. 1986; Lienhard V 1988; Yoon and Warhaft 1990;

Barry et al. 2001), Barry (2002, hereafter B02) suggested a best fit to this ensemble of

data for the turbulent mixing rate KρB:

KρB = 2.5νI4/9 (4.3)

The data included in the empirical fit (equation 4.3) span a wide range of I ≈ 30− 104,

(102 < ε

νN2 . 105), where in all cases both dissipation ε and Kρ were measured directly

or via the turbulent density flux (see below). The laboratory experiments accessed much

higher I than S05’s DNS experiments, as well as slightly higher ReT (. 400). Envi-

ronmental flows can exhibit ReT that are orders of magnitude larger than the ranges

accessed by these laboratory and DNS studies, but obtaining estimates of R f with the
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eddy-correlation method under typical field conditions is difficult. Estimating the vertical

turbulent density flux u′3ρ ′, in the unsteady and spatially inhomogeneous forcing that is

typical of environmental flows, necessitates simultaneous measurements of the turbulent

vertical velocity u′3 and density ρ ′ at sufficiently high spatial resolution to resolve all flux-

contributing spatial scales (e.g., Lorrai et al. 2010; Davis and Monismith 2011). Hence,

field estimates of R f using this method are sparse.

Oakey (1982) was the first to make indirect field estimates of R f from microstruc-

ture measurements in the Rockall Trough and found R f = 0.206± 0.176 for I . 400.

Microstructure profiles such as those in the ocean thermocline (e.g., Moum 1996) and

in the upper ocean (e.g., Ruddick et al. 1997) typically yielded R f of the order of 0.2

(I . 300) but varied from ≈ 0.10 to 0.65 and ≈ 0.01-1.0, respectively. More recently,

Davis and Monismith (2011) estimated R f in a near-boundary stratified flow, using the

eddy-correlation method over a wide range of I, with I values exceeding 1000. Their R f

decreased from 0.5 to 0 with increasing I, supporting the notion that Kρ can be greatly

over-estimated in energetic flows when a constant R f =0.17 is assumed.

We present data from an energetic stratified site within meters of the seabed on the

continental slope of North-West Australia to assess the applicability of the O80, S05 and

B02 approaches for estimating Kρ . In the following sections, we compare Kρ from these

three models with the turbulent diffusivity for heat KT estimated from co-located turbu-

lent velocity u′ and temperature θ ′ time-series measurements. We then demonstrate the

dependency of the inferred R f on various parameters commonly employed to characterize

turbulence.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Study site and measurements

The Australian North West Shelf (NWS) is well known for its large semidiurnal tides

and rich internal wave climate (Holloway et al. 2001; Van Gastel et al. 2009). Our study

site was located at the 400 m isobath where time-series measurements over the bottom

30 m (19◦10.6’ S, 115◦44.7’E) were collected from 24 October to 13 November 2008.

We summarize here the mean and turbulence dynamics at the site (see Chapter 3 for a

detailed account). Internal bores frequently propagated through the site during the flood

phase of the semidiurnal tides. These bores generated intensified seabed currents in ex-

cess of 0.30 m s−1 (6 times larger than the local barotropic tidal velocities) and isotherm
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displacements greater than 20 m. The background stratification N over the entire 400 m

was 1.2×10−2 rad s−1 and was slightly weaker (7.0×10−3 rad s−1) over the bottom 30

m. Within this part of the water column, the major axis of measured horizontal velocities

were cross-isobath (-37◦ from east), although the dominant semidiurnal M2 barotropic

tidal ellipses were due east. The observed Ozmidov overturning length scales LO and El-

lison length scale LE = θ̃/
(
∂ θ̄/∂x3

)
were generally below 2 and 4 m, respectively, with

median values below 1 m throughout the 30-m water column. Here, a ˜ indicates a root-

mean-square quantity and the over-bar a time-averaged quantity. The turbulent Reynolds

number ReT = (LE/η)4/3 ranged from 102−105, with median values of about 5000 at all

measurement heights.

The mean measurements from our 35-m long mooring included a conductivity - tem-

perature sensor (SBE37, Sea-bird Electronics Inc.) sampling at 20-s at 16.0 m above

seabed (ASB) to infer salinity; four acoustic-Doppler velocimeters (ADV, Nortek AS)

sampling at 1-s at 1.7, 3.6, 14.1, 28.1 m ASB; and 28 thermistors (SBE39, Sea-bird

Electronics Inc.) spaced at approximately 1 m. Of the 28 thermistors, 23 sampled at

10-s intervals, while the remainder sampled at 1-s and were synchronized with the ADV

measurements. Velocity measurements were lost for ≈9.6 days at 28.1 m ASB due to the

failure of the ADV’s memory card. The heading, pitch and roll sensors from the ADVs (1-

s sampling) along with the pressure sensors of three of the ADVs (1-s sampling) showed

very little movement of the mooring during the deployment (< 10 cm vertically). The site

experiences periods of strong baroclinic activity, with baroclinic velocities in excess of

the local barotropic tidal velocity, and strong mean velocity shear (e.g., Figure 4.1). From

here on, we focus on the turbulent spectral observations obtained from the ADV velocity

measurements and the co-located SBE39 temperature measurements (both sampling at

1-s); the sampling volumes of each pair of instruments were within 5 cm of each other.

4.3.2 Turbulence data analysis

We estimated turbulent kinetic energy dissipation ε from the inertial subrange of the tur-

bulent velocity spectra Eu′j
, which is valid for isotropic and high Reynolds number turbu-

lence:

Eu′j
= A jCε

2/3k−5/3 (4.4)

Here, k is the wavenumber that requires Taylor’s hypothesis to convert our temporal

measurements to spatial measurements (see below), C = 1.5 represents the empirical

Kolmogorov universal constant, and A j is a constant dependent on the velocity compo-
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Figure 4.1: An example of the baroclinic activity at the site over two semidiurnal spring tidal cy-
cles. (a) Measured tidal elevation and barotropic velocity derived from the global tidal model
for the North-Australian region (Ray et al. 2011). (b) Temperature contours with isotherms
(black) from 9.25 to 12.5◦C in 0.25◦C increments. The temperature gradient spectra in Fig-
ure 4.2 are taken from the 17 min period delineated by the gray O. The measurement heights
for the 1 min time-averaged horizontal velocities (c-e) are indicated in (b) by the magenta /.
The up-slope velocity direction in (c-e) is in the positive y direction, which is -37◦ from the
east.

nent j used to compute the spectra (Pope 2000). Along the direction of mean advection

A1=18/55, while in the transverse and vertical A2 = A3 = 1.33A1. Having first assessed

which data segments were stationary and working with 17-min data segments (larger than

the buoyancy period of 15 min), we used the wavenumber range 3/LO > k > 1/(10η) to

identify the inertial subrange (Gargett et al. 1984, Chapter 2). We then used the maxi-

mum likelihood estimator to fit equation 4.4 to velocity spectral observations to determine

dissipation ε (Chapter 2). The lack of separation between LO and η at I . 100 (Gargett

et al. 1984) prevents the estimation of ε from the inertial subrange. The experimental set-

up occasionally precluded the estimation of ε either because of high noise levels, strong

shear in the ADV sampling volume, or from the sampling frequency being insufficient

to resolve the high wavenumber limit of the inertial subrange (kη ≈ 0.1) at low I (Chap-

ter 2). Generally, we obtained a larger number of ε estimates near the seabed due to both

an increase in acoustic scatterers (i.e., quality of measurements) and the more energetic
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turbulence close to the bottom (Chapter 3).

For the segments that exhibited an inertial subrange, we used the ε estimates to esti-

mate the thermal variance dissipation rate χT from the inertial-convective subrange of the

longitudinal turbulent temperature gradient ∂θ ′/∂x1 spectra:

E∂θ ′/∂x1 (k) = CT χT ε
−1/3k1/3 (4.5)

where we took the Obukhov-Corrsin constant CT =0.4 as per Sreenivasan (1996). We also

invoked Taylor’s hypothesis to convert our time-differentiated temperature measurements

into spatial gradients using the mean advection velocity Ū1 estimated over the concurrent

17-min segment, i.e., ∂θ ′

∂x1
= 1

U1

∂θ ′

∂ t . The same wavenumber bounds and techniques used

for fitting equation 4.4 to the velocity inertial subrange were applied to fit equation 4.5 to

concurrent temperature gradient spectra.

From the χT estimates, we estimated the turbulent diffusivity for heat KT using the

Osborn-Cox model (Osborn and Cox 1972) derived from the temperature variance equa-

tion:

∂θ ′2

∂ t︸ ︷︷ ︸
(A)

+ui
∂θ ′2

∂xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
(B)

+2u′iθ ′
∂θ

∂xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
(C)

+
∂

∂xi

u′iθ ′2︸︷︷︸
(D)

−κθ

∂θ ′2

∂xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
(E)

= χT︸︷︷︸
(F)

(4.6)

The temperature variance equation simplifies to a balance between the shear production

term (term C) and the dissipation of thermal variance χT (term F) if the remaining terms

are negligible. The unsteady term is zero (term A) because we are using stationary 17-

min segments of time series data. The advective term (term B) is also zero since we are

using Taylor’s hypothesis and effectively observing turbulence from a reference frame

moving at the mean velocity. The molecular transport of thermal variance term (term

E) is typically negligible compared with the turbulence terms (see Tennekes and Lumley

1972). The advection of thermal variance by turbulent velocities (term D) is only negli-

gible when the ratio of the triple correlation term
∂

(
u′3θ ′2

)
∂x3

to the shear production term

2u′3θ ′ ∂θ

∂x3
is small. Note the vertical contributions will be the most significant. From

scaling analysis, the ratio of these terms is ∂

∂x3

(
ũ3

(
LE

∂θ

∂x3

)2
)

/ũ3LE

(
∂θ

∂x3

)2
∼ O(LE/h)

because u′3θ ′2 ∝ ũ3θ̃ 2, θ̃ = ∂θ

∂x3
LE and h is the scale of the gradient in term D. Assuming

there is no heat source at the seabed, the dominant forcing is from the strong near-bottom

baroclinic activity (e.g., Figure 4.1), suggesting h ≈ 10. Combining h with the median

LE ≈ 1 m yields O(LE/h) ≈ 0.1 for the ratio between the triple correlation and shear
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production terms. Although strong shear from baroclinic activity on sloping bottoms can

induce convective mixing, its contribution to mixing and hence to the triple correlation

terms is small relative to the contributions from shear production (e.g., Lorke et al. 2008).

We conclude that assuming a balance between the shear production term (term C) and

the dissipation of thermal variance χT (term F), as done by Osborn and Cox (1972), is

justified for our observations.

Thus, following Osborn and Cox (1972) we estimate the turbulent diffusivity for heat

KT as:

KT =
χT

2
(
∂θ/∂x3

)2 (4.7)

Note that for our data, similar reasoning applies to the simplified version of the turbulent

kinetic energy equation, which was used by O80 to derive equation 4.1.

We estimated the mean vertical temperature gradient ∂θ/∂x3 over a spatial extent

of ≈2 m by applying centered differencing to the 17-min time-averaged ≈ 1 m vertical

resolution thermistor data, for which each 10-s temperature profile was reordered to be

statically stable. We used a spatial extent of ≈ 2 m to estimate ∂θ/∂x3 since this is

larger than the observed median turbulent overturn of ≈1 m (Chapter 3). Similarly, we

estimated the buoyancy frequency N =
√
−g
ρ

∂ρ

∂x3
from the 17-min time-averaged mean

density profile.

4.4 Results

We present examples of the temperature gradient spectra for the three lowest instruments

at 1.7, 3.6, and 14.1 m ASB (Figure 4.2) from the sample period shown in Figure 4.1.

For this segment, similar ε ≈ 1.5× 10−7 W kg−1 and wavenumber ranges (2× 10−3 .

kη . 2× 10−2) were obtained at all three measurement heights. At high wavenumbers

the energy levels dropped below the canonical CT =0.4, despite these wavenumbers be-

ing within the theoretical range of both the velocity inertial subrange and the temperature

gradient inertial-convective subrange. This roll-off is caused by the thermistors’ time

constant of 0.5 s (Sea-Bird Electronics, Inc. 2007), which at our sampling frequency at-

tenuates the temperature spectra by ≈ 10% and 70% at frequencies 0.08 and 0.3 Hz,

respectively. In these examples with I ≈ 300−500, the inertial-convective subrange was

not apparent at k < 1/LO (Figure 4.2). However, in other examples with low I and low

turbulent Froude number (FrT = (LO/LE)2/3 < 1) the inertial-convective subrange ex-

tended beyond 1/LO by more than half of a decade (not shown). This subrange has also
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been observed previously in the horizontal temperature gradient spectra and is referred to

as the inertial-stratified subrange (e.g., Klymak and Moum 2007; Bouruet-Aubertot et al.

2010).
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Figure 4.2: Non-dimensionalized horizontal temperature gradient spectra for the three lowest
instruments. The thick lines indicate the decades used to obtain χT and ε from each concurrent
velocity spectrum; 4 corresponds to 1/LO. ε = 2.5× 10−7, 1.1× 10−7, 1.7× 10−7 W kg−1,
χT = 3.6× 10−10, 7.6× 10−10, 3.6×10−9 ◦C2s−1 and I = 500, 280, 370 at 1.7, 3.6 and 14.1
m ASB, respectively. Note that the raw spectra with 2 degrees of freedom were fitted with
equation 4.5 using the maximum likelihood estimator (equation 2.15).

At the near-bed continental slope site, dissipation rates ε ranged from ≈ 5×10−8 to

1× 10−6 W kg−1 and the median ε increased near the seabed due to boundary-induced

shear (Figure 4.3a). Here, we have removed all data points for which the overturns are

consistent with predictions of the log law-of-the-wall (i.e., results in quadrant I of Fig-

ure 3.13) because O80’s model is not applicable in this situation. To be conservative in

our analysis, we have also removed data where the influence of stratification on the over-

turns size is minimal (i.e., results in quadrant II of Figure 3.13). Compared to ε , χT varied

over a wider range of values (1×10−11 ◦C2 s−1−1×10−7 ◦C2 s−1), especially at 1.7 m

ASB, and tended to decrease as the seabed was approached (Figure 4.3b). Estimated N

were slightly weaker near the seabed (Figure 4.3d) and ranged from 5×10−3−2×10−2

rad s−1 over the deployment, varying much less than both ε and χT . Due to the compen-

sating effects of the decrease in N and the increase in χT as the seabed is approached, KT

(equation 4.7) did not show any obvious trends with measurement height, varying from

1×10−6 to 5×10−4 m2 s−1 (Figure 4.3c).
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Comparisons between the three models (O80, B02, S05) and our R f and KT obser-

vations are illustrated in Figure 4.4. The observed values of R f were scattered, but from

the binned estimates in Figure 4.4a, they were typically more than an order of magnitude

smaller than R f = 0.17 often assumed for ocean applications. Consequently, the model

of O80 greatly overestimated the observed KT . The diffusivities estimates from the S05

model were on average six times larger than our observed KT , which increased with in-

creasing I as predicted by both the S05 and B02 models (Figure 4.4b). The B02 model

yielded the closest estimates to KT : on average KρB ≈ 2KT . Despite the narrow I range

captured by our observations, the binned R f estimates were also consistent with B02’s

ensemble relationship for R f , which was developed for a wider range of I (see Figure

4.4a) with the same data used to obtain equation 4.3 for Kρ . For our data, the mixing

efficiency was also a function of both FrT (Figure 4.5a) and ReT (Figure 4.5b) since in

stratified flows, these parameters are related via I4/3 = ReT Fr2
T (Ivey and Imberger 1991).

As can be seen from the binned estimates, R f tended to decrease with increasing FrT but

increased with increasing ReT , particularly when ReT & 104 (Figure 4.5).

Our estimated KT and R f were occasionally quite small (Figure 4.4) and there was a

weak tendency for higher values to be associated with smaller ∂θ/∂x3. To assess whether

∂θ/∂x3 was estimated over an appropriate vertical extent, we re-calculated R f and KT

using temperature gradients (and N) estimated over a vertical extent of 5 m, which is

larger than 95% of the observed size of overturns. Using this vertical extent resulted in
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Figure 4.4: (a) R f and (b) KT estimated from the Osborn-Cox model as a function of I. KT

has been non-dimensionalized by the molecular heat diffusivity κθ . We have sorted the results
from all measurements heights and bin-averaged into groups of 20 points (black ◦); the vertical
error bars represent one standard deviation of the log-transformed data. S05’s DNS data are
also illustrated (grey ◦). The horizontal dotted line represents the median R f (a) and KT (b)
from all measurement heights. The predictions from O80 using a fixed R f = 0.17 (dash-dotted
line) are illustrated for all I, while the predictions from S05 (dashed line; R f = 1.5 I−2/3) and

those of B02 (solid line; R f =
(
1+0.4I8/9

)−1
) are shown for the I range of their observations

used to develop these models.

higher values of ∂θ/∂x3, especially at 1.7 m ASB due to the inclusion in the calculation

of stronger gradients off the seabed (e.g., Figure 4.3d). At 1.7 m ASB, the temperature

gradients estimated over 5 m were within a factor of two of those estimated over 2 m,

reducing our KT and R f estimates on average by a factor of 2-3. The estimated KT and

R f estimates would continue to decrease if we further increased the vertical extent over

which ∂θ/∂x3 was estimated.
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Figure 4.5: R f as a function of (a) FrT and (b) ReT . Results from all measurements heights were
sorted and bin-averaged into groups of 20 points (black ◦); the vertical error bars represents one
standard deviation of the log-transformed data. The median R f from all measurement heights
(dotted line) and R f = 0.17 (dash-dotted line) are also illustrated.

4.5 Discussion

Our results agreed well with the predictions from the B02 model but they also support

the notion that more than one parameter is needed to characterize turbulence properties,

and thus estimate mixing efficiency and eddy diffusivities in environmental flows. For

our parameter range of ReT and I, R f was significantly less than 0.2, with R f decreasing

slightly with increasing I. Davis and Monismith (2011) also reported that R f decreased

as I increased for their near-bottom stratified flow. This contrast with the thermocline and

ocean interior observations of Moum (1996) and Ruddick et al. (1997), respectively, who

both found that R f was of the order of 0.2. Our observed increase in R f with increasing

ReT indicate that perhaps at higher ReT , R f may reach the canonical value of 0.2. This

disagrees with the observations of Davis and Monismith (2011), which show a decrease

in R f with increasing ReT .

It is unclear which parameters are most suitable for predicting R f and hence Kρ . For

example, Davis and Monismith (2011) found that in addition to R f decreasing with in-

creasing I, R f decreased with the mean flow Richardson number Ri. Although the mean

flow Richardson number Ri provides information on whether mean shear or stratification

dominates turbulence properties, Ri omits information about the energetics of the flow or

the level of anisotropy. This type of information is provided by I or perhaps even ReT

when shear dominates turbulence properties since both of these parameters represent ra-
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tios between the large and smallest turbulent length scales. To assess the relative influence

of mean shear and stratification, the FrT may also be suitable since it scales with Ri−1/2

(Stacey et al. 1999, S05) and as S05 point out, I4/3 (or ε

νN2 ) is not only proportional to

Fr2
T ReT but also proportional to ReT /Ri.

In summary, the model of O80 with a fixed R f = 0.17 overpredicted our observed

mixing rates KT at our energetic near-seabed site by more than an order of magnitude.

The model of S05 performed better than O80, but the model was derived from DNS data

with much lower I values than observed in our field data. The best agreement with our

mixing rates and R f was the model of BO2, despite our field measurements being col-

lected at much higher ReT than used to derive this relationship. Importantly, this model

was derived from laboratory data over a large range of I that encompasses our field ob-

servations. Further field estimates of R f are required to establish the validity of B02’s

models at higher I and ReT and determine if expressions used to predict mixing rates

should involve a combination of turbulence parameters (e.g., I, FrT , ReT and Ri). How-

ever, oceanographic numerical models do need to adopt a variable mixing efficiency given

the importance of turbulent mixing near bottom boundaries for large-scale circulation, es-

pecially in energetic “hot-spots" such as on the continental slope of the Australian NWS.
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Discussion and Conclusions

This thesis has demonstrated the complexity of the mean and turbulent dynamics of en-

vironmental flows particularly near bottom boundaries. For the continental slope site on

the Australian NWS, internal bores propagated onshore during the flood phase of the tide.

These baroclinic features resulted in highly variable temperature and velocity fields, both

in space and time; they were also associated with localized shear, intensified near-bottom

currents, and enhanced turbulent mixing. For the Suisun Slough unstratified tidal channel

flow, the mean dynamics were simpler but the tidal forcing and the presence of secondary

circulations arising from the presence of the channel bends resulted in spatially variable

and unsteady velocity fields. These inherent complexities of environmental flows impacts

our ability to characterize core turbulence properties such as the dissipation of turbulent

kinetic energy ε (Chapter 2) and the size of turbulent overturns (Chapter 3) that are the ba-

sis of typical turbulence closure models and equations used to compute eddy diffusivities

(Chapter 4).

Chapter 2 focused on the effects of turbulence anisotropy, induced from either the

mean velocity shear or density stratification, on estimating ε using the inertial subrange

of velocity spectra. For stratified flows, it is well known that the reduction of the iner-

tial subrange at low wavenumbers is described by I = LO/η , with the Ozmidov length

scale LO characterizing the largest turbulent overturns and η the smallest turbulent over-

turns (Gargett et al. 1984). However, for strongly sheared flows, diverse means have

been used to characterize turbulence anisotropy and the size of the largest overturns (see

§ 2.3.3). Chapter 2 shows that even in “simple" sheared flows, such as the Suisun Slough

unstratified tidal channel flow, turbulence anisotropy was best described by B = LS/η ,

the ratio between the shear length scale LS (equation 2.4) and the Kolmogorov length

scale η , analogous to I for stratified-dominated flows. For this near bottom unstratified

flow, LS was a better descriptor of the size of the large overturns than predictions from

idealized laws such as the log law-of-the-wall (§ 2.7.5). The length scale LS has the ad-

vantage of not relying on assumptions about the structure of the mean flow or a balance

between shear production P and dissipation ε , which are often violated in environmental

flows (e.g., Luznik et al. 2007; Lozovatsky et al. 2008). In flows where both shear and

stratification are important, LS is also related to LO via the gradient Richardson number

Ri = N2/S2 = (LS/LO)4/3.
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Whether LS is always a better descriptor of the overturn size than LO in environmental

flows with Ri < 1 remains to be proven. For the stratified shear flow on the Australian

NWS examined in Chapter 3, the applicability of LS could not be demonstrated since the

vertical spatial resolution of the measurements was insufficient for estimating the mean

velocity shear S, and in particular the variation of S with height. However, the results

in Chapter 2 suggests that the severity of spectral anisotropy for a given B is less than

at the same I, suggesting that LS may better predict the size of large turbulent overturns

than LO, at least at very low Ri since the Suisun Slough channel is generally unstratified.

However, other studies do support the notion that LS may better describe overturns than

LO at higher Ri. For example, the DNS simulations of Itsweire et al. (1993) for a stratified

shear flow show that B = LS/η characterizes turbulent anisotropy more effectively than

I = LO/η over the range of Ri = 0.075−1.0. More recently for an estuarine flow, Scully

et al. (2011) present anisotropy estimates as a function of non-dimensional parameters for

both shear λS and stratification λN , equal to the following ratios of length scales:

λS =
(
Lq/LS

)4/3
and λN =

(
Lq/LO

)4/3 (5.1)

where Lq = k3/2
q /ε as predicted by the energy cascade model. Also,

√
λN can be inter-

preted as a turbulent Froude number (e.g., Ivey et al. 2008). The degree of anisotropy in

the field observations of Scully et al. (2011) collapses more convincingly with λS than with

λN , which leads to the interpretation that LS is a better choice to represent the overturn

length scale L than LO, particularly for low Ri. It is difficult from their data to determine

above which Ri threshold (i.e., 0.2 or 1) LO becomes the representative turbulent length

scale. Nevertheless, the Ri is an important parameter for establishing the relative impor-

tance of shear and stratification on turbulence properties since it can be defined without

assumptions as the ratio of large turbulent length scales: one for shear-dominated flows

and the other for stratification-dominated flows.

Characterizing the influence of flow-induced shear on turbulent properties is impor-

tant for modeling turbulence in hydrodynamic models. As previously introduced, a large

number of two-equation turbulence closure schemes rely on the premise that the over-

turning length scale L can be related to Lq = k3/2
q /ε by a proportionality constant (see

equation 3.1) (Umlauf and Burchard 2003). To estimate the vertical turbulent diffusivi-

ties and viscosities, i.e., Kρ =Cµk2
q/ε and Kν =C′µk2

q/ε , the stability functions Cµ and C′µ
must also be computed. These stability functions can either be: constants; a function of
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λN under the quasi-equilibrium assumptions of Galperin et al. (1988) (e.g., Kantha and

Clayson 1994); or dependent on both λN and λS when non-equilibrium conditions are as-

sumed (e.g., Canuto et al. 2001). As shown in equation 5.1, the parameters λN and λS are

the ratios between Lq and a representative length scale for stratification LO and shear LS,

respectively. Several investigators have demonstrated improved model skill when non-

equilibrium condition stability functions are employed. For example, Scully et al. (2011)

demonstrate that stability functions predicted from closure schemes with non-equilibrium

conditions best match those estimated from their estuarine field observations. Wang et al.

(2011) best replicate the mean dynamics observed in the estuary with the non-equilibrium

stability functions of Canuto et al. (2001) rather than with the quasi-equilibrium stabil-

ity functions of Kantha and Clayson (1994). These studies suggest that to adequately

model the mean dynamics of stratified shear flows, non-equilibrium stability functions

that consider the influence of flow-induced shear, are necessary.

The analysis in Chapter 4 yielded mixing efficiencies on the order of 1% for the Aus-

tralian NWS continental slope site. Using Osborn’s model with the customary constant

efficiency of 20%, over-predicted eddy diffusivities by more than an order of magnitude.

Models that reduce the mixing efficiency as I = LO/η increases agreed best with our

mixing rates and R f . The best agreement was obtained with the empirical relationship of

(Barry 2002) determined from a compilation of published laboratory data that spanned a

wide range of I (100 < ε

νN2 . 105), despite being developed from observations at much

lower Reynolds number than our field measurements.

The Australian NWS observations span different ranges of ReT , FrT , and I than pre-

vious studies that are consistent with the use of an average mixing efficiency of 20%,

for example, field measurements taken in the ocean thermocline (e.g., Moum 1996) and

in the upper ocean (e.g., Ruddick et al. 1997). Field studies for which some parameters

do overlap with the NWS observations yield a wide range of mixing efficiencies from

≈ 5×10−4 to 0.5 (Davis and Monismith 2011; Geyer et al. 2008). However, their trends

do not always agree, for example, Davis and Monismith (2011) show that R f decreases

with increasing ReT whereas our data indicates an increasing trend. Whether the dif-

ferences amongst studies are related to differences in the underlying mean dynamics of

the environment or more fundamentally because of differences in the parameter ranges

covered by the measurements remains to be answered. Currently, it is unclear which

turbulent parameters can best predict mixing efficiencies and eddy diffusivities in envi-

ronmental flows but this study indicates that oceanographic numerical models do need
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to adopt a variable mixing efficiency to accurately predict flow dynamics, especially in

energetic regions such as on the continental slope of the Australian NWS. Further field

estimates of R f are required to establish the validity of B02’s model at higher I and ReT

and determine if expressions used to predict mixing rates should involve a combination

of turbulence parameters. As pointed out by Ivey et al. (2008), two parameters are needed

to characterize turbulence properties, and hence may be required to estimate mixing effi-

ciencies and eddy diffusivities in stratified shear flows. One parameter should probably be

either FrT or Ri, to establish whether shear or stratification governs turbulent properties,

while the second parameter should establish how anisotropic (or energetic) the flow is,

i.e., ReT or I. However, field investigations over a wide range of environments, where

both temperature and velocity gradients are measured (such that I, FrT , ReT , and Ri can

be calculated), are necessary to answer these questions.
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